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4HE TERM 6ÀÌÕ>Ê7À` IS OFTEN APPLIED TO THE MANY WAYS PEOPLE
INTERACT ONLINE )N A MODERN CONNECTED WORLD WHERE PEOPLE ARE ONLY
JUST COMING TO TERMS WITH TALKING TO FRIENDS AND FAMILY ONLINE ON SOCIAL
MEDIA SITES LIKE >ViL AND /ÜÌÌiÀ ITS WORTH CASTING AN EYE
TOWARDS THE RICHER AND DIRECT EXPERIENCE THAT VISUAL VIRTUAL WORLDS
BRING 4HESE DAYS THERE ARE MORE VIRTUAL WORLDS THAN EVER BEFORE
4HE AMOUNT OF INTERACTION EACH WORLD CAN OFFER DIFFERS 3OME
VIRTUAL WORLDS ARE AIMED MOSTLY AT KIDS 4HESE WORLDS ALLOW KIDS
TO EXPRESS THEIR STYLE THROUGH CUSTOMISING THEIR HOME AND THEIR
CHARACTER /THERS ALLOW DIRECTED TEXT CHAT CHOOSING PHRASES
FROM A MENU UP TO FULL TEXT CHAT 3AFETY IS AN IMPORTANT
FACTOR FOR PARENTS AND THESE WORLDS ARE CAREFULLY MONITORED
AND STRICT LANGUAGE lLTERS ARE USED TO PREVENT THE OBVIOUS
POTENTIAL DANGERS OF TALKING TO STRANGERS &OR THE YOUNGER
AUDIENCE IT IS FAIRLY TYPICAL FOR THE CHARACTER THEY USE WHEN
SIGNED IN TO BE REGARDED AS A PET

4HERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT
ACTIVITIES TO DO SPECIAL
MISSIONS MINI GAMES AND
EVEN TENDING GARDENS 4HE
ACTIVITIES GENERATE AN @IN
WORLD CURRENCY THAT CAN
THEN BE SPENT ON EVEN MORE
CUSTOMISATION

$ECORATE

3HOW -E

-ANY OF THESE VIRTUAL WORLDS DO NOT COME
FROM TRADITIONAL GAMES DEVELOPERS NOR
FROM A TRADITIONAL MEDIA ORGANISATION
.EW ONES SPRING UP ALMOST DAILY BUT
TWO 5+ STARTUP COMPANIES THAT HAVE
GAINED HUGE POPULARITY RECENTLY ARE "IN
7EEVILS AND -OSHI -ONSTERS
"IN 7EEVILS
)N "IN 7EEVILS YOU PLAY WORD AND NUMBER
GAMES TO GAIN -ULCH TO CUSTOMISE YOUR
BIN AND YOUR 7EEVIL )TS POSSIBLE TO VISIT A
FRIENDS HOME AND SHARE THAT SPACE AND
LIVE WITH THEM )TS ALSO POSSIBLE TO SET
UP A SMALL BUSINESS SUCH AS A CUSTOM
PHOTO BOOTH FOR OTHER 7EEVILS TO POP
ALONG AND HAVE THEIR OWN IN WORLD PHOTO
CAPTURED IN A SCENE SET BY YOU
-OSHI -ONSTERS
-OSHI -ONSTERS HAS GONE FROM STRENGTH
TO STRENGTH OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS AND
MOVED FROM PURELY ONLINE TO LOTS OF OTHER
MEDIA INCLUDING TOYS AND A RECENT ALBUM
(ERE YOU ADOPT A -OSHI -ONSTER
THEN EARN 2OX THROUGH GAMES AND
EXPERIENCES 4HE INITIAL GAMES WERE BRAIN
CHALLENGES BUT NOW INCLUDE LOTS MORE
TRADITIONAL ARCADE TYPE GAMES THEMED FOR
-OSHI
4HE VIRTUAL WORLD IS A SOCIAL CONDUIT AS
WELL AS A SOCIAL SUBJECT AND AS THERE IS
NO lNAL OBJECTIVE PLAY BECOMES OPEN
ENDED

!LL THESE ENVIRONMENTS ALLOW
CUSTOMISATION GENERALLY
DECORATIVE CUSTOMISATION
9OUR CHARACTER GETS NEW
CLOTHES AND TOYS YOUR HOME
GETS NEW GADGETS AND WALL
PAPER 4HERE ARE WAYS TO
SHOW OFF HOW MANY GAMES
YOU HAVE PLAYED AND THE
LEVEL YOU HAVE REACHED
4HE WORLDS THRIVE ON
DISCOVERABLE SECRETS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
4HESE ACHIEVEMENTS CREATE A BUZZ THAT
ENCOURAGES COMMUNICATION TALKING
ABOUT THEM AT SCHOOL OR WITH FRIENDS
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4HE NEXT GENERATION KNOW WHATS
WHAT /UR KIDS ARE ALREADY LEARNING
TO EXPECT A MORE DYNAMIC WAY OF
CONNECTING ONLINE THROUGH VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENTS 4HEY ARE EXPERIENCING
ONLINE WORLDS THAT ARE SPECIlCALLY BUILT
FOR THEM 7HEN THEY GROW PAST THOSE
ENVIRONMENTS WHERE DO THEY GO NEXT
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/NLINE GAMING HAS BECOME A MAJOR PART
OF THE TRADITIONAL GAMES INDUSTRY (IGHLY
CRAFTED ENVIRONMENTS ALLOW BOTH GAMING
AND SOCIAL ACTIVITY TO HAPPEN 4HESE
EXPERIENCES ARE GENERALLY PRODUCED AND
THEMED 7À`Ê"vÊ7>ÀVÀ>vÌ]Ê ÛiÊ"i
AND -Ì>ÀÊ7>ÀÃÊqÊ/ iÊ"`Ê,i«ÕLV
ARE ALL EXAMPLES WHERE GROUPS OF PEOPLE
CAN GATHER ORGANISE AND TAKE ON THE
CHALLENGES OF THE ENVIRONMENT
'ENERALLY THEY FEATURE CHARACTER
GROWTH 4HE MORE YOU PLAY THE STRONGER
YOU GET AND THE BETTER THE ITEMS YOU
CAN USE 4HEY ARE VIRTUAL WORLDS TOO BUT
NOT WHAT WE ARE LOOKING AT HERE .EITHER
HAS THE CUT AND THRUST OF lRST PERSON
SHOOTERS SUCH AS `iÀÊ7>Àv>ÀiÊÎ AND
>ÌÌiwi`ÊÎ ALTHOUGH THESE HAVE THEIR
PLACE AND CREATE RICH COMMUNITIES
4HE 'ENERATION 'AME
)NSTEAD LETS CONSIDER 53%2 GENERATED
VIRTUAL WORLDS 4HESE WORLDS ARE AS MUCH
ABOUT THE TOOLS TO CREATE THE CONTENTS OF
THE ENVIRONMENT AS THEY ARE ABOUT THE
INTERACTION OF THE USERS 6IRTUAL GOODS AND
AN ECONOMY FEATURE STRONGLY
)T IS USUALLY AT THIS POINT PEOPLE SAY
h/H YOU MEAN -iV`Êvi IS THAT STILL
GOINGv 7ELL FOR THE RECORD 3ECOND
,IFE IS STILL GOING LOOK FOR ME %PREDATOR
0OTATO AND HAS A PASSIONATE SET OF
RESIDENTS ,OTS HAS BEEN WRITTEN AND
TALKED ABOUT WHAT 3ECOND ,IFE IS AND

DOES BUT IT IS NOT THE ONLY EXAMPLE OF
WORLDS CREATED BY THEIR USERS &OR THOSE
WHO WANT A COMMERCIALLY RUN VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENT AND PLACE TO SEE WHAT IT IS ALL
ABOUT IT IS STILL ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO GO
AND EXPLORE
(OWEVER IT HAS SPAWNED SOMETHING
EVEN MORE INTRIGUING AN OPEN SOURCE
PROJECT /PEN3IMULATORORG AKA /PENSIM
,IKE ALL OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS
"«i-Õ>ÌÀ IS A PUBLICLY AVAILABLE SET
OF RESOURCES AND IS NOW STARTING TO SPAWN
OTHER COMMERCIAL AND SOCIAL ACTIVITY
!S IT IS @OPEN SOURCE YOU CAN GRAB THE
SERVER CODE AND RUN IT WHEREVER YOU WANT
,OCAL VIRTUAL WORLDS PRIVATE SERVERS STAND
ALONE CLOUD BASED SERVERS OR JOIN WITH ALL
THE OTHER PUBLICLY RUN SERVERS AND JOIN THE
(YPERGRID
/R YOU CAN ACCESS A SERVICE LIKE +ITELY
THAT AIMS TO PROVIDE AN ON DEMAND SERVICE
ON TOP OF "«iÃ
7ITH THIS SORT OF VIRTUAL WORLD ANYTHING
CAN CHANGE ANYWHERE AT ANYTIME 4HAT
SOUNDS CHAOTIC AND YES IT CAN BE
!LTERNATIVELY IT CAN BE CONSIDERED A GIANT
IMMERSIVE D WIKI
9OU CAN SEE OTHER PEOPLES AVATARS AND
THEY CAN SEE YOU 9OU CAN COMMUNICATE
TALK AND BUILD TOGETHER IMMERSED IN THE
IDEAS 4HESE WORLDS PROVIDE SPACE TO BOTH
WORK AND PLAY AND ARE BREEDING GROUNDS
FOR KNOWLEDGE SHARING AND FRIENDSHIP
BUILDING
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,EARNING YOUR CRAFT

/PENSIM MAY SEEM A MAJOR LEAP FROM KIDS
CUSTOMISING THEIR ADOPTED PETS AND PLAYING
MINI GAMES (OWEVER THERE IS A CURRENT
HYBRID VIRTUAL WORLD SPAWNED OUT OF INDIE
GAMING RELEASED AS AN ONGOING BETA ALSO
JUST RELEASED FOR 8BOX LIVE AND NOW A
MAJOR FORCE IN GAMING
-INECRAFT
)TS EASY TO BE FOOLED BY THE RETRO BIT
LOOK TO THE GRAPHICS BUT -INECRAFT IS A
GAME %NTER THE WORLD WITH NOTHING AND
TRY AND SURVIVE
4HE KEY TO SURVIVAL COLLECT RESOURCES
FROM THE RANDOMLY GENERATED WORLD AROUND
YOU AND COMBINE THEM CRAFT INTO NEW
ITEMS &OR EXAMPLE YOU CAN CHOP DOWN A
TREE AND USE THE WOOD TO MAKE A DOOR
%VERYTHING IN THE WORLD CAN BE PICKED
UP OR MINED FORMED AND BUILT WITH !S A
SINGLE PLAYER GAME IT BECOMES A FREEFORM
BUILDING AND DIGGING EXPERIENCE DIGGING
DEEP MINES TO lND COAL AND PRECIOUS ORE
WHILST BUILDING DEFENCES FROM THE CREATURES
OF THE NIGHT
-INECRAFT REALLY CHANGES WHEN IT

BECOMES MULTIPLAYER !S WITH /PENSIM IT
IS POSSIBLE TO DOWNLOAD THE SERVER CODE
TO RUN ANYWHERE YOU CHOOSE 4HE SERVER
THEN PROVIDES A PERSISTENT WORLD THAT
GROUPS OF PEOPLE CAN CONNECT TOO
(ERE THEY CAN COMPETE OR CO OPERATE
PLAY OR JUST BUILD LIKE A GIANT LEGO SET
&OR THOSE NOT USED TO WORKING TOGETHER
ONLINE BOTH KIDS AND ADULTS ALIKE THE
ENVIRONMENT IS A SANDBOX TO lGURE OUT
HOW TO WORK TOGETHER
! @CREATIVE MODE REMOVES THE PURE
GAME ELEMENT OF COMPETING AGAINST BAD
GUYS AND ALLOWS PEOPLE TO JUST BUILD !
9OUTUBE SEARCH OF -INECRAFT WILL SHOW
AN EVER GROWING SET OF VIDEOS OF PEOPLE
SHOWING WHAT THEY CAN BUILD OR MACHINES
THEY HAVE CRAFTED AND MAKING POP VIDEO
PARODIES 4HE WORLDS CREATED ON THE
SERVER CAN ALSO BE SAVED AND EXPORTED
AND SHARED ONLINE 3O THE ENVIRONMENT
BECOMES A VIRTUAL GOOD ITSELF
9OU MAY THINK BUILDING IN D IS TRICKY
AND TOO MUCH TO HANDLE (OWEVER IF
YOUVE SEEN A lVE YEAR OLD MOVE AROUND
EFFORTLESSLY AND CREATE A MASSIVE STRUCTURE
IN MINUTES YOU WILL APPRECIATE THE FUTURE
OF COMMUNICATION ONLINE REALLY IS THROUGH
VIRTUAL WORLDS LIKE THIS
6IRTUAL WORLDS CAN BE THOUGHT OF AN AS
EXPERIENCE OR A GAME BUT WHEN YOU TREAT
THEM AS AN EXPRESSIVE TOOLSET THEY CAN
BECOME VERY POWERFUL
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"ACK IN  ) BECAME AWARE OF A VERY
EXPENSIVE MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
CALLED 2APID 0ROTOTYPING
)T WAS USED BY PRODUCT DESIGNERS
TO TAKE A DIGITAL DESIGN AND CREATE AN
ACTUAL PHYSICAL MODEL )T COST IN EXCESS OF
  AT THE TIME BUT FOR ME IT OFFERED
A GLIMPSE INTO AN EXCITING FUTURE BUT ONE
THAT ALSO SEEMED LIKE AN AGE AWAY
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PRINTING
*UST A FEW YEARS LATER ) SAW A D PRINTER
ADVERTISED FOR A MERE   AND SENT OFF
FOR A SAMPLE ! SMALL LITTLE TUB ARRIVED WITH A
SLIGHT GEOMETRIC TWIST TO IT AND WITH A SCREW
TOP LID )T BECAME A BIT OF A TALISMAN FOR ME
TO CARRY AROUND TO SHOW PEOPLE THE FUTURE
WAS ALREADY HERE
(ELPING PEOPLE COME TO TERMS WITH THE
IMPACT OF WHAT APPEARS TO BE SCIENCE lCTION
TECHNOLOGY ON THEIR LIVES IS WHAT ) DO 3O
EXPLAINING $ PRINTING COMBINED WITH VIRTUAL
WORLDS IS A COMMON OCCURRENCE FOR ME AND
FOLLOWS A SIMILAR PATTERN EACH TIME
) WAS MORE THAN HAPPY THAT THIS WAS
ONE OF THE lRST THINGS WE COVERED ON 4HE
#OOL 3TUFF #OLLECTIVE KIDS )46 SHOW AND )
MADE SURE IT FEATURES IN MY 46 3HOWREELS
TOO ÜÜÜ°vii`}i`}i°V°ÕÉL}ÉÌÛ
Ã ÜÀiiÉ

PLEASE	

   EXPLAIN?

7E TEND TO CALL 2APID &ABRICATION OR 2APID
0ROTOTYPING $ PRINTING NOW BUT THAT CAN
BE A SLIGHTLY CONFUSING TERM )TS NOT WHAT YOU
MIGHT THINK IE PRINTING A PICTURE AND MAKING

IT WORK WITH $ GLASSES $ 0RINTING IT IS TO
TAKE A PURELY DIGITAL MODEL AND CREATE IT FROM
PHYSICAL MATERIAL IN REAL LIFE
4HERE ARE LOTS OF DIFFERENT WAYS TO DO THIS
BUT THE MOST COMMON IS ONE THAT MOVES
THE EQUIVALENT OF AN ICING BAG FULL OF MELTED
PLASTIC AROUND OVER A mAT SURFACE LEAVING
A THIN TRAIL OF PLASTIC TO CREATE A LAYER OF THE
OBJECT 4HEN AS THAT SETS THE NEXT LAYER IS
CREATED 4HE MORE PRECISE THE MOVEMENT
THE HIGHER QUALITY THE MATERIAL THE BETTER THE
COMPLETED OBJECT )TS LIKE MAKING CLAY POTS
AT SCHOOL FROM LONG SNAKES OF CLAY WITH EACH
LAYER ADDING SHAPE

THAT’S	

   GREAT	

   BUT	

   IS	

   THERE	

   
MORE?
/NCE YOU GET OVER THE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPT
AND THE MECHANICS OF MAKING SOMETHING
VIRTUAL BECOME PHYSICAL THEN YOU CAN START
TO SEE INTO THE FUTURE AND HOW THIS lTS IN
WITH THE OTHER CHANGES WEVE HAD IN BOTH
TECHNOLOGY AND OUR SOCIAL STRUCTURES
7HEN ) lRST SAW THE PRINTERS THEY WERE
USED BY INDIVIDUAL DESIGNERS IN LARGE
COMPANIES 4HE DESIGN PACKAGE WAS
ATTACHED DIRECTLY TO THE PRINTER )T WAS USED
IN A VERY ENCLOSED LOOP .OW WE HAVE THE
ABILITY TO SHARE IDEAS ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
ONLINE ACROSS THE INTERNET
*UST CONSIDER THAT !NYONE CAN CREATE A
DIGITAL DESIGN ANYWHERE AND ANYONE WITH A
D PRINTER ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD CAN RECEIVE
DESIGN AND CREATE A PHYSICAL OBJECT FROM IT
4HAT WOULD BE EXCITING ENOUGH BUT THERE
IS MORE *UST LEAVING A DIGITAL DESIGN lLE ON
A WEBSITE FOR DOWNLOADING IS ONLY THE START

4HEY ARE DESIGNED BY A COMPANY MASS
PRODUCED IN A FACTORY WHICH FOR ECONOMIC
REASONS IS IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY !LL THE
PRODUCTS ARE THEN PACKAGED UP IN MORE
PLASTIC AND SHRINK WRAP AND THEN SHIPPED
AROUND THE WORLD 4HEY ARE STORED IN
WAREHOUSES AND SHOPS UNTIL WE TAKE THEM
HOME AND THROW THE PACKAGING AWAY TO PLAY
WITH THE TOY OR COVER OUR LATEST SMARTPHONE
.OW THOUGH ) CAN LOG INTO INTO A VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENT HAVE A LOOK AROUND TALK TO THE
DESIGNERS AND EVEN USE THE VIRTUAL VERSION OF
A PRODUCT FOR A WHILE ONLINE )F ) LIKE IT ) COULD
JUST PRINT IT OUT AT HOME WHEN ) NEED THE
@REAL THING
4HERE IS NO PACKAGING NO WASTED
PRODUCTS OR INVENTORY JUST MY LOCAL RAW
MATERIALS /BSCURE PRODUCTS CAN LIVE ON JUST
AS BACK CATALOGUE MUSIC IS READILY AVAILABLE
4HE ,ONG 4AIL IS ARRIVING FOR PHYSICAL GOODS

!S ) WROTE IN THE LAST ISSUE WE HAVE SOME
AMAZING USER CREATED VIRTUAL WORLDS AND
GAMES PLATFORMS WHICH ARE IN THEMSELVES
LIVE REALTIME GLOBALLY SHARED D MODELLING
TOOLS
4HE OBJECTS THAT PEOPLE MAKE ARE BEING
DIGITALLY DISTRIBUTED SOMETIMES SOLD
SOMETIMES SHARED 4HEY ARE VIRTUAL GOODS
THAT CAN BE USED AND EXPERIENCED ONLINE
%XCEPT NOW THEY CAN ALSO BECOME PHYSICAL
GOODS WITH A D PRINTER

DOESN’T	

   THAT	

   CHANGE	

   THE	

   
ENTIRE	

   ECONOMY	

   OF	

   THE	

   
PLANET?

7HY YES IT DOES OR IT COULD  4AKE YOUR
AVERAGE PLASTIC TOY OR MOBILE PHONE CASE
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.O )T IS ALREADY HERE 4HERE ARE A NUMBER
OF INTERESTING DIRECTION AND LIKE THE INDUSTRIAL
AND DIGITAL REVOLUTIONS BEFORE IT THERE IS
NOT A PERFECT BLUEPRINT %QUALLY LIKE THOSE
REVOLUTIONS THIS IS NOT GOING TO STOP
/WNING A $ PRINTER MAY SEEM AN
EXPENSIVE PROPOSITION (OWEVER IN THE
WONDERFUL OPEN SOURCE WORLD OF THE WEB
THERE IS A PROJECT CALL 2EP2AP ÜÜÜ°Ài«À>«°
À} 4HIS IS A SHARED AND CONSTANTLY EVOLVING
DESIGN FOR A HOME MADE $ PRINTER !T ITS
CORE IS THAT THE PIECES OF THE 2EP2AP PRINTER
CAN BE PRINTED OUT MANUFACTURED BY ANOTHER
2EP2AP PRINTER )T MAKES HARDWARE VIRAL )F )
HAVE A PRINTER ) CAN MAKE MY FRIEND ONE
4HERE ARE A NUMBER OF GROUPS OF PEOPLE
THAT HAVE BEEN SEEDING THIS IDEA ) JOINED
IN WITH -ALCOLM .APIER AND THE 4HAMES
6ALLEY 2EP2AP 5SER 'ROUP ÌÌ«\ÉÉÌÛÀÀÕ}°
À}°ÕÉ WHERE ABOUT  OF US NOW HAVE THE
PARTS AND ARE IN THE PROCESS OF BUILDING OUR
PRINTERS 4HE COST WORKS OUT TO ABOUT a
4HIS IS OF COURSE A HOMEBREW -AKER #ULTURE
APPROACH 4HE SIZE OF WHAT CAN BE PRINTED
AND THE MATERIAL USED BECOMES A TWEAKING

AND SHARING HOBBY BUT IT IS VERY REAL
4HERE ARE OTHER KIT VARIANTS OF PRINTERS
ALONG SIMILAR LINES FOR AROUND a
AND THEN MORE TRADITIONAL MACHINES THAT
COMPANIES LIKE (0 PRODUCE )T DOESNT MEAN
EVERY HOME NEEDS TO HAVE ONE BUT THEY CAN
IF THEY WANT
.OT OWNING A $ PRINTER IS NOT AN
OBSTACLE EITHER $ PRINT SHOPS AND
CENTRALIZED LOCATIONS TO PRINT ALREADY EXIST
TOO 3HAPEWAYS ÜÜÜ°Ã >«iÜ>ÞÃ°V
IS A COMPANY THAT YOU SEND YOU DESIGNS
TO OR SHARE ON THEIR STORE 4HEY PRINT OUT
YOUR OBJECTS FOR YOU 4HEY OFFER A NUMBER
OF SMALL DESIGN WIZARD TOOLS TO ALLOW THE
CUSTOMISATION OF OBJECTS TOO 4HE BENElT
OF A SLIGHTLY MORE TRADITIONAL CENTRALISED
MANUFACTURING IS THEY CAN OFFER LOTS OF
DIFFERENT TYPES OF PRINTOUT MATERIAL FROM
LIGHT PLASTIC TO STRONG METAL 4HE HIGH END
FABRICATORS CAN MAKE VERY PRECISE AND
DETAILED MOVING PARTS AND COMBINATIONS OF
MULTIPLE MATERIALS )T IS CERTAINLY NOT ALL JUST
BRITTLE PLASTIC
.EW BUSINESS IDEAS HAVE SPRUNG UP
BASED ON USING $ 0RINTERS *UNE  SAW
THE ALPHA LAUNCH OF -AKIES ÜÜÜ°>i°
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i "ASED IN ,ONDON
THEY HAVE AN ACTION lGURE
THAT IS $ PRINTED TO YOUR
SPECIlCATION 4HE ONLINE
WIZARD ALLOWS YOU TO ALTER
THE FACIAL FEATURES THEN
PICK SOME CLOTHES
6ERY SHORTLY AFTERWARDS
YOUR VERY OWN -AKIE
ARRIVES "EING A FAN OF
$ PRINTING ) GOT IN ON
THE lRST  EVER MADE
NUMBER   4HE DESIGN
IS ALSO VERY CLEVER IN
THAT THE HEAD IS HOLLOW
AND HAS BEEN CREATED
TO TAKE A LILYPAD ARDUINO
BOARD 4HATS OPEN
SOURCE HARDWARE IN A
DOLL 7HICH MEANS LOTS OF
(ACKERS AND -AKERS WILL
BE EXPLORING WHAT TO DO WITH THEM )N THE
FUTURE THEY WILL COME WITH THE OPTION TO BE
LOADED WITH THESE SORT OF THINGS AND TO BE
CONNECTED PROBABLY WITH THEIR OWN 4WITTER
ACCOUNTS 
7E DONT ALL HAVE TO BE $ DESIGNERS OR

PRINTER ENGINEERS BUT WE
CAN USE THE THINGS THAT ARE
ALREADY THERE TO COMBINE
TO CREATE AN INTERESTING
FUTURE
*UST AS A lNAL EXAMPLE
BACK IN  ONE OF MY
3ECOND ,IFE AVATARS
ONE THAT ) HAD ADDED A
DIGITAL VERSION OF MY REAL
LEATHER JACKET AND WEARING
CUSTOM 2EEBOK TRAINERS
THAT WERE ALL THE VIRTUAL
RAGE WAS PRINTED OUT BY
&ABJECTORY IN COLOUR 3O
MY JACKET HAD GONE FROM
PHYSICAL TO VIRTUAL AND
BACK AGAIN ) ALSO HAVE A
GREAT PHYSICAL REMINDER OF
A SPECIlC TIME AND PLACE
.OW IN  ) AM ABLE
TO TAKE THINGS CREATED BY ME AND MY KIDS ON
OUR SHARED -INECRAFT SERVER AND PRINT THEM
OUT ON MY HOME MADE OPEN SOURCE 2EP2AP
USING OPENSOURCE APPLICATIONS LIKE -INEWAYS
ÌÌ«\ÉÉÀi>ÌiÀi`iÀ}°VÉiÀV É
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4ECHNICAL EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS IS CURRENTLY
UNDER REVIEW #OMPUTER SCIENCE AND
HOW WE GET KIDS TO WRITE CODE ARE BEING
DISCUSSED ) AM CONVINCED THAT MIXING GAME
ENVIRONMENTS SHARED VIRTUAL DESIGN TASKS
AND PHYSICAL MANUFACTURING WITH D PRINTERS
IN SCHOOLS ALSO HAS A SIGNIlCANT PLACE %VERY
SCHOOL SHOULD BE DOING THIS TOO 4HAT WAY
WE EDUCATE RESOURCEFUL MAKERS WHO ARE NOT
CONSTRAINED BY EXISTING BOUNDARIES .EW
WORTHWHILE AND INTERESTING THINGS WILL SPRING
UP FROM OUR NEXT GENERATION OF -AKERS
6IRTUAL GOODS ARENT JUST VIRTUAL NOW
)AN (UGHESEPREDATOR
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UPUIFSJHIUQPJOUJOUIFUBQFFBDIUJNF5IF
UBQFHBWFBSFNJOEFSPGUFDIOJRVF XIJDI
JTJNQPSUBOUJOXFJHIUUSBJOJOH CVUXBTSFBMMZ
BQBDFDPVOUFS"MJUUMFCBSSBOBDSPTTUP
TIPXZPV BOETFDPOET"MUIPVHIJU
MBDLFEWBSJFUZ JUXBTBDUVBMMZWFSZFOKPZBCMF
*UCFDBNFQBSUPGNZEBJMZSPVUJOF*U
XBTWFSZMPXUFDI CVUJUXBTBTUBSU*BMTP
EFDJEFEUPHPDZDMJOHBOEUIJTJTXIFSF
UIFUFDIJOWPMWFNFOUTUBSUFEUPSBNQVQ
5IFFBSMZXFCIFMQFENFEJTDPWFSBIFBSU
SBUFFYFSDJTFGPSNVMB)PXDPVME*SFTJTU
TPNFUIJOHUIBUXPVMEMFUNFVTFUFDIOPMPHZ
XIFOPVUSJEJOHBCJLF
5IFGPSNVMB 5IF,BSWPOFO.FUIPE JT
UPNFBTVSFZPVSSFTUJOHIFBSUSBUF UIFOUP
DBMDVMBUFZPVSNBYJNVNIFBSUSBUFXIJDIJT
NJOVTZPVSBHF5IJTHJWFTZPVBIFBSU
SBUFSBOHF8JUIJOUIBU QFSDFOUBHFCBOET
JOEJDBUFUIFTPSUPGBGGFDUZPVBSFIBWJOH
POZPVSCPEZ BOEXIFOBOEXIFSFZPVBSF
FJUIFSPWFS PSVOEFSQFSGPSNJOH4P*QPQQFE
JOUPBMPDBMTIPQBOEQVSDIBTFEBIFBSU
SBUFNPOJUPS5IJTXBTBOFMBTUJDBUFEDIFTU
CBOEDPOUBJOJOHUIFTFOTPSXIJDIXBTQBJSFE
XJUIBO-$%XBUDIUIBUTIPXFEUIFDVSSFOU
IFBSUSBUF
*EJEOUTUPQUIFSF"GVSUIFSBEEJUJPOUP

BSPDLBOEEPOUGVMMZBQQSFDJBUFXIBUUIF
,JOFDUEPFT JUJTEFTJHOFEUPCFQMVHHFE
JOUPUIF9CPYIPNFHBNFDPOTPMF*U
DPOTJTUTPGTFWFSBMTFOTPST DBNFSBT JOGSB
SFEBOEBVEJPPOFT*UJTBCMFUPSFDPHOJTFB
IVNBOTUBOEJOHJOGSPOUPGJUBOEEFUFSNJOF
UIFMPDBUJPOPGUIFJSBSNT MFHT CPEZBOE
IFBEJOSFBMUJNF BOEBMTPLOPXIPXGBS
BXBZUIPTFQPJOUTBSF4PVOMJLFBSFHVMBS
DBNFSBUIJTTFFTJO%BOEDBOQSPDFTTUIBU
BTEBUB
UIFXIPMFUFDINJYXBTOPUBTJNQMFTQFFE
*UIBTDSFBUFENBOZOFXHBNFHFOSFT 
EJTUBODFCJLFDPNQVUFS CVUB(14USBDLFS
HFOFSBMMZJOWPMWJOHTPNFEFHSFFPGQIZTJDBM
UIBUNFBTVSFEBMMTPSUTPGUIJOHTJODMVEJOH
BDUJWJUZGSPNHFOUMFBSNXBWJOHUPGVMMEBODF
FMFWBUJPO4P*IVSUMFEBSPVOEDPVOUSZ
NPWFT8IFO*BDUVBMMZHPUUPVTFJUGPSSFBMJO
EJSUUSBDLTNBJOUBJOJOHNZIFBSUSBUFBUUIF UIFTUVEJP*DPVMEOUXBJUUPUBLFJUIPNFGPS
TDJFOUJmDPQUJNVN XIJMTUMPHHJOHMPUTPG(14
NPSFTFSJPVTFYFSDJTFBDUJWJUZ5IJOHTUIBUNZ
EBUB:FU*TUJMMEJEOPUDPOTJEFSNZTFMGTQPSUZ
QSFWJPVT7)4UBQFFYQFSJFODFEJE DPVMECF
5IJTXBTBTDJFODFQSPKFDU*UIFMQFENF
FOIBODFE4IPXJOHBWJSUVBMUSBJOFS BEKVTUJOH
BMPUXJUIUIPTFmSTUTLJJOHIPMJEBZT UIPVHI*
JOSFBMUJNFUPUIFBDUVBMBDUJWJUZ TDPSJOH 
GPVOE*IBUFETLJJOHBOEXBTOPUXFMMTVJUFE
DPVOUJOHFUD
UPJUNFOUBMMZ*EJEOUUPUBMMZHJWFVQUIPVHI
8IFO*HPUNZPXO,JOFDU*EJWFE
BOEUPPLUPTOPXCPBSEJOHJOTUFBE XIJDIJT
TUSBJHIUJOUP6CJTPGUT'JUOFTT&WPMWFE"TFU
NVDICFUUFS
PGFYFSDJTFT DIBMMFOHFTBOEHPBMTUIBU
5IF7)4XFJHIUTSPVUJOFHSBEVBMMZGBEFE
BEKVTUFEUPZPVSBCJMJUJFT XIJDI XIFO*
BXBZBGUFSBDPVQMFPGZFBSTBTXPSL
TUBSUFEXFSFTPSFMZMBDLJOH *UDBOTFFZPV
BOEGBNJMZMJGFDIBOHFE5IFDZDMJOHBMTP
EPJOHUIFNPWFT HJWFWJTVBMGFFECBDLBOE
CFDBNFBCJUNPSFJOGSFRVFOU
DVFTBCPVUUJNJOH BOEDPSSFDUJPOT:PVBMTP
OFWFSIBWFUPXBJUGPSBUBQFUPSFXJOE:PV
#"$,505)&'6563&;00.*/(
HBJOBDIJFWFNFOUTBOECBEHFTUPP
'038"3%/&"3&350/08
*UXBTGPSUVOBUF*IBETQFOUBGFXJOUFOTF
"GFXZFBSTBHP*TXBQQFENZDPSQPSBUF
XFFLTHFUUJOHmUUFSBTTVEEFOMZPOUIF57
DPNNVUFGPSNZPXOIPNFDPOTVMUJOH
TIPX*XBTGBDFEXJUITPNFUPVHIAPOUIF
CVTJOFTT*UNFBOU*DPVMEBEKVTUNZXPSLJOH
SPBEGFBUVSFTUPmMN*XBTUISPXOJOUP
EBZBOEUJNFTUPmUXIBUFWFS*OFFEFEUP
JOEPPSTLZEJWJOHJOUIFNPSOJOHUIFOJOEPPS
EP*UUPPLBMJUUMFXIJMFUPNFOUBMMZBEKVTUBOE TOPXCPBSEJOHJOUIFBGUFSOPPO#PUIPGXIJDI
SFBMJTFUIBUJUTIPVMEJODMVEFTPNFQIZTJDBM
*TVSWJWFE
BDUJWJUZ*LOFX*XBOUFEUPEPTPNFUIJOH 
0ODFBHBJOUIPVHI *MBQTFEGPSBGFX
CVU*OFFEFEUPCFVTJOHTPNFUFDIOPMPHZ
NPOUIT IPXFWFS UIFTFFEIBECFFO
TPUIBU*DPVMEFYQMPSFUIFFYQFSJFODFBOE
QMBOUFE5IF6'$1FSTPOBM5SBJOFSGPS,JOFDU
CFOFmUTPGJUXIJMTUBMTPXPSLJOHPVU,JMMJOHUXP XBTSFMFBTFEJO+VOF6'$ 6MUJNBUF
CJSETXJUIPOFTUPOF TPUPTQFBL
'JHIUJOH$IBNQJPOTIJQ JTBNJYFENBSUJBM
5IFOBMPOHDBNF9CPY,JOFDU*HPUFBSMZ
BSUTGVMMDPOUBDUmHIUJOHFWFOU6'$USBJOFS
BDDFTTUPJUPOUIFTFDPOETFSJFTPG5IF$PPM UPPLTPNFPGUIFUSBEJUJPOBMHZNFYFSDJTFT 
4UVGG$PMMFDUJWF*ODBTFZPVIBWFCFFOVOEFS BOEDSFBUFEBWFSZJOUFOTFTFUPGSPVUJOFT 

CVUBMTPUISFXJOTPNFNPSFBHHSFTTJWF
DPNCBUNPWFT LJDLT LOFFTBOEQVODIFT*
IBEBMXBZTQPOEFSFEUBLJOHVQTPNFGPSN
PGNBSUJBMBSU BOEUIJTTFFNFEBHPPEUBTUFS
*CPVHIUUIFHBNF EJEUIFmSTUFYFSDJTF
FWBMVBUJPOBOESFBMJTFE*XBTXBZNPSF
PWFSXFJHIUBOEVOmUUIBO*IBEFWFSCFFO
*QSPCBCMZBMSFBEZLOFXUIJT CVUOPXNZ
9CPYXBTUFMMJOHNF*UXBTBQIZTJDBMTIPDL
UPUIFTZTUFN5IJTXBTDFSUBJOMZOPUBiHBNFw
UIFSPVUJOFTXFSFBNJYPGTUBNJOB TUSFOHUI
BOETQFFE*TUVDLXJUIJUFWFSZNPSOJOHGPS
PWFSNPOUIT/PNBUUFSIPXNVDIZPVEP 
UIFSFJTBMXBZTNPSF*UCFDPNFTEJGmDVMUGPS
BOZPOFUPXPSLXJUIPVUBHPBM(FUUJOHmUDBO
NFBOBMPUPGUIJOHT*XBTOUBDUVBMMZHFUUJOH
CPSFE CVU*GFMU*OFFEFENPSFUPGPDVTPO

BHHSFTTJWFDPNQBSJTPOTUPGFMMPXTUVEFOUT*U
JTBOFWFSFWPMWJOHBSU JUTPOMZZFBSTPME 
OPUBGSBJEUPJODMVEFOFXUFDIOJRVFTBOEJT
WFSZGPDVTFEPOUIFTDJFODF QIZTJDBMBOE
QTZDIPMPHJDBM PGTFMGEFGFODF5IFTDIPPM
PXOFSTBOEJOTUSVDUPSTVTFUFDIOPMPHZUP
BOBMZTFUIFJSPXOUFDIOJRVFT5IJTJODMVEFT
VTJOHWJEFPBOETPGUXBSFPSJHJOBMMZEFTJHOFE
UPBOBMZTFHPMGTXJOHT
(JWFOTPNFPGUIFFBTJMZBDDFTTJCMF
UFDIOPMPHZUIBUHPUNFJOUPUIFBSUJOUIFmSTU
QMBDFUIJTIBTHPUNFFWFONPSFJOUFSFTUFE
JOXIBUXFDBOEP/PXCPUIPVSLJETBSF
FOKPZJOHPVSSFHVMBSUSJQTUPUIF%PKBOH

8"-, 0336/ 5)*48":

0OFPGUIFTJNQMFTUQJFDFTPGUFDIOPMPHZ
BSPVOEJTUIFTUFQDPVOUFS4UFQDPVOUFST
5)*4*48)&3&7*356"-.&&543&"IBWFUZQJDBMMZCFFOTNBMMEFWJDFTXJUI-$%
*O+BOVBSZ*TBXBMFBnFUGPSBNBSUJBM
TDSFFOT OPXIPXFWFS UIFTUFQDPVOUFSIBT
BSU POFUIBUXBTNPEFSO OPODPNQFUJUJWF
FWPMWFEJOUPBNVDINPSFDPOOFDUFE
BOETVJUBCMFGPSCPUIBEVMUTBOELJET5IJT
EFWJDF
XBT$IPJ,XBOH%PIUUQDIPJLXBOHEPDPN
5IF/JOUFOEP%4 BTXFMMBTCFJOHB
BOEJOQBSUJDVMBS4PVUI$PBTU$,%IUUQXXX EFEJDBUFEIBOEIFMEHBNJOHTZTUFNBDUVBMMZ
TPVUIDPBTUDLEDPVL4P*XFOUBMPOH XJUI
DPVOUTBMMZPVSQIZTJDBMBDUJWJUZ BTJUJODMVEFT
NZmWFZFBSPMETPOBOENFU4BCVNOJN
BTUFQQFSCBTFEPOJUTBDDFMFSPNFUFST5IF
8FCTUFS*LOFXUIBUXIBUFWFSXFEJE*XBT
NPUJWBUJPOGPSVTJOHBTUFQQFSJTVTVBMMZPOMZ
mUFOPVHI BOEIBWJOHQSBDUJDFEQVODIFT 
GPSFYFSDJTF/JOUFOEPUVSOUIBUDPODFQUPO
LJDLTBOELOFFTGPSNPOUITXJUI6'$
JUTIFBEBMJUUMF5IFNPSFTUFQTZPVEPUIF
NPSFDPJOTZPVHFUUPVTFJOTPNFPGUIF
5SBJOFS*NJHIUIBWFBDIBODFOPUUPGFFM
HBNFT5IJTBDUVBMMZFODPVSBHFTZPVUPUBLF
JOBEFRVBUF
UIF%4XJUIZPVJOZPVSQPDLFU XIFOZPV
"TJUUVSOFEPVUUIBUXPVMEOPUIBWFCFFO
XPVMEPUIFSXJTFKVTUMFBWFJUBUIPNF&BDI
BOJTTVFBT$IPJ,XBOH%PJTBNBSUJBMBSU
EBZXIFO*XBMLUIFLJETUPTDIPPM*QJDLVQ
UIBUJTBCPVUTFMGJNQSPWFNFOU SBUIFSUIBO

UIF%4POUIFXBZPVUPGUIFEPPS
"OPUIFSJOUFSFTUJOHNPWFIBTCFFO
CZ/JLF5IFZWFCFFONBLJOHUSBJOFST
XJUITUFQQFSTJOUIFN5IFSJTFPGJOUFSOFU
DPOOFDUJWJUZBOETPDJBMNFEJBMFEUPUIF
TIBSJOHPGJOEJWJEVBMQFSGPSNBODFEBUB
BOEBDUJWJUZ0GDPVSTFQFPQMFEPOUXFBS
USBJOFSTBMMUIFUJNFTPUIFZIBWFEFWFMPQFE
BGVODUJPOBMGBTIJPOJUFNDBMMFEUIFIUUQ
OJLFQMVTOJLFDPNQMVTQSPEVDUTGVFMCBOE
5IJTBDUJWFEFWJDFJTXPSOBTBCSBDFMFU
XBUDIBOEUSBDLTBMMZPVSBDUJWJUZ*UIBT
DPMPVSFE-&%JOEJDBUPSTTDPSJOHZPVUPZPVS
UBSHFUBOEBNBUSJYEJTQMBZUPTIPXUJNFBOE
UFYU5IF'VFMCBOEDPOOFDUTUPTNBSUQIPOFT
BOEDPNQVUFSTUPTFOEBDUJWJUZ XIJDIUIFO
IJUTUIFTPDJBMXFC5IFBJNJTUPNFBTVSF
XIBUFWFSTQPSUJOHPSNPUJPOBDUJWJUZPDDVST
*OEJWJEVBMTDBOTFUUIFJSPXOUBSHFUTCBTFE
POUIFJSTQPSU
"OPGGTIPPUPGUIF/JLFNFBTVSFNFOU
TZTUFNJTUIFEFmOJUJPOPG/JLFGVFM5IJTJTBO
BUUFNQUBUBTUBOEBSENFBTVSFNFOUPGBOZ
BDUJWJUZJOBOZTQPSU"GUFSBMM TUFQTPOMZBQQMZ
UPSVOOJOHPSXBMLJOH/JLFGVFMMFUTQFPQMF
DPNQBSFBDUJWJUZXJUIGSJFOETBDSPTTEJGGFSFOU
TQPSUT3FBMMZJUTKVTUBOPUIFSNPUJWBUJPOBM
UPPM UIFQTZDIPMPHZPGFGGPSUJTPGUFOIBSEFS
UIBOUIFBDUVBMFGGPSUJUTFMG(BNFFMFNFOUT
MJLF/JLFGVFM XIFOBMTPTIBSFEXJUIMJLF
NJOEFEGSJFOET HJWFBOFYUSBFMFNFOUUP
GPDVTPO
/JLFIBWFOPUSFTUSJDUFEUIFNTFMWFTUP
QIZTJDBMEFWJDFTUIPVHI$PNJOHWFSZTPPO

JTUIF/JLF USBJOJOHBQQMJDBUJPOGPS9CPY
VTJOH,JOFDU-PUTPGUSBJOJOHBOEUSBDLJOH 
BTXJUI6'$BOE'JUOFTT&WPMWFE CVUXJUI
UIFTDPSJOHPGUIFBDUJWJUJFTBT ZPVHVFTTFE
JU /JLFGVFM4NBSUQIPOFTBSFMPBEFEXJUI
TFOTPSTBOEBMTPUFOEUPIBWF(145IJT
IBTMFEUPTPNFDMFWFSEFWFMPQNFOUT
BSPVOEFYFSDJTFBOEJOQBSUJDVMBSSVOOJOH
&OEPNPOEPJTVTFECZNJMMJPOTPGQFPQMF
XPSMEXJEF TFFPVS"QQPGUIF.POUI BOE
;PNCJFT 3VOIUUQXXX[PNCJFTSVOHBNF
DPNJTBTUPSZCBTFEUSBJOJOHBQQ*UVTFTUIF
QSJODJQMFPGLOPXJOHIPXGBSBOEGBTUZPVSVO
SFMBUJWFUPZPVSDVSSFOUQPTJUJPO5IJTJTVTFEUP
USJHHFSTUPSZFMFNFOUTBOENJOJDIBMMFOHFT
GPSZPVWJBZPVSIFBEQIPOFT4PSBUIFS
UIBOKVTUSVOOJOHXJUITPNFUVOFTZPVSSVOJT
JOUFSTQFSTFEXJUIOBSSBUJWF:PVMFBSONPSF
BCPVUUIFTUPSZCZSVOOJOH ZPVSFBDIDFSUBJO
UBSHFUTJODFSUBJOUJNFTUPJNQBDUUIBUTUPSZ
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"UBWJSUVBMXPSMETDPOGFSFODF*XBT
JOUSPEVDFEUPBOVOVTVBMHBNJOHDPOUSPMMFS
DBMMFE#MPCPXXXCMPCPTIPQDPN5IJTTNBMM
DPMPVSFECBMMJTDPOOFDUFEWJB#MVFUPPUI
UPTPNFNJOJHBNFTPOB1$PS.BD5IF
#MPCPIBTBDDFMFSPNFUFSTJOJU TPJULOPXT
XIBUJTIBQQFOJOHUPJU*TJUUISPXOVQJOUIF
BJS *TJUTQJOOJOH *UTFOTFTQSFTTVSFTPJUDBO
CFTRVFF[FE*UBMTP BTJUUVSOTPVU BDUTBTB
TUFQQFSDPVOUFS
5IFEZOBNJDUIJTCSJOHTUPBHBNFBDUJWJUZ
JTTVCUMZEJGGFSFOUGSPNB14.PWF 8JJNPUF
PS,JOFDU*GZPVQMBZUIFCBTLFUCBMMHBNF
ZPVIBWFUPUISPXUIF#MPCPTUSBJHIUVQJOUIF
BJSBOEDBUDIJUBHBJO3FBMXPSMEQIZTJDTJT
JOWPMWFE5IFDPOUSPMMFSMFBWFTZPVSIBOE.Z
#MPCPDBNFGSPNB'JOOJTIDPNQBOZ CVU*
EJTDPWFSFE WJBTPNFTFSFOEJQJUPVTDSPTTJOH
PGJOGPSNBUJPOTUSFBNTPONZCMPH UIFDPSF
PGJUXBTEFWFMPQFECZBDPNQBOZMPDBMUP
NF2VBSUFSOJPO5FDIOPMPHZIBEEFWFMPQFE
UIF#MPCP5IFZIBWFBOPUIFSNPSFTQPSUT
GPDVTFEQSPEVDUDBMMFEUIF#1.1SPIUUQ
XXXRVBUFSOJPOUFDIDPNRVBUFSOJPO
QSPKFDUTCQNQSP
#1.1SPJTBMPXDPTUDPOTVNFSUFDIOPMPHZ

CBTFENPUJPOTFOTPS*UJTEFTJHOFEUP
CFBUUBDIFEUPUIFCPEZ VTVBMMZNPSF
UIBOPOFJTBQQMJFE*UUIFOVTFTQSFDJTF
NFBTVSFNFOUPGBDDFMFSBUJPOBOE
NPWFNFOUEVSJOHBUFDIOJRVF8IFOQVU
JODPOUFYUPGBQBSUJDVMBSTFUPGNPUJPOTJU
UIFODBOVTFTPGUXBSFUPGFFECBDLUPUIF
VTFSUIFRVBMJUBUJWFFMFNFOUTPGUIFNPWF
0OFFYBNQMFJTPGBGPSFIBOETXJOHXJUI
BUFOOJTSBDRVFU5IFSPUBUJPOPGUIFCPEZ
GSPNUIFIJQ UIFGPMMPXJOHNPWFNFOUPG
UIFBSNIBWF#1.1SPTFOTPSTBOEBMTP
BTFOTPSDBOCFQMBDFEJOUIFSBDRVFU
5IJTDBOCFNBQQFEUPUIFJEFBMUPSTJPO
NPEFMPGUIFIVNBOCPEZUPNBYJNJTFUIF
UFDIOJRVF5IFUFDIOPMPHZJTBMTPBJNFEBU
QIZTJPUIFSBQZ IFMQJOHQFPQMFUPQFSGPSN
UIFSJHIUNPWFNFOUTBUUIFSJHIUQBDF"T
ZPVDBOTFFJOTUSVNFOUBUJPOBOEGFFECBDL
PGUIFEBUB FJUIFSGPSTDJFOUJmDQVSQPTFT
PSGPSGVOBOENPUJWBUJPOBMSFBTPOTJTWFSZ
QPXFSGVM"DUJWJUJFTBSFQIZTJDBM CVUUIFEBUB
JTDSFBUJOHWJSUVBMSFQSFTFOUBUJPOT
5IFTFSFQSFTFOUBUJPOTBSFTUBSUJOHUPCF
TIBSFE UZQJDBMMZBTTDPSFT)PXFWFSUIFSF
JTBOBUVSBMMJOLUPWJSUVBMXPSMETBOEWJSUVBM
FOWJSPONFOUT*GXFBSFIPOJOHBTQPSUT
UFDIOJRVFXJUITPNFPOFFMTFPSXJUIB
HSPVQBOEXFDBOUBMMCFJOUIFTBNF
QMBDFBUUIFTBNFUJNF ZFUXFIBWFMPUT
PGJOTUSVNFOUBUJPOEBUB UIFOOBUVSBMMZXF
TIPVMEVTFMJWFWJSUVBMXPSMEUFDIOPMPHZBT
QBSUPGUIFNJY
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"QSPKFDUXFMMPOUIFSPBEUPUIJTTPSUPG
JOUFSBDUJPOJT5IF$PBDIFT$FOUFSIUUQ
UIFDPBDIFTDFOUFSDPN*IBWFCFFO
JOWPMWFEJOUIJTBTBOBEWJTPSGPSBXIJMFBT*
UIJOLUIFQSJODJQMFTPGDPNCJOJOHTQPSUT
BOEWJSUVBMXPSMETJTBOJEFBMQMBUGPSNGPS
QFPQMFUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFQPXFSPGWJSUVBM
XPSMETJODPNNVOJDBUJPO4QPSUTBSFHBNFT 
CVUOPUSFBMMZSFHBSEFEBTHBNFT5IF
UFDIOPMPHZJTHBNFUFDIOPMPHZ CVUOPU
SFBMMZGPSQMBZJOH
5IF$PBDIFT$FOUFSJTB6OJUZEXFC
CBTFEFYQFSJFODF*UQSPWJEFTBTIBSFE
WJSUVBMFOWJSPONFOU*UJTJOJUJBMMZBJNFEBUTQPSU
DPBDIFEVDBUJPO"MMTQPSUTDPBDIFTBUBMM
MFWFMTUBLFDFSUBJODMBTTFTBOEDFSUJmDBUJPOT
0GUFOUIFZIBWFUPUSBWFMBOETQFOEUJNF
BXBZBUTIBSFEFEVDBUJPOTFTTJPOT5IJTUBLFT
DPBDIFTBXBZGSPNUIFJSBUIMFUFTBOEDMVCT
*GJOTUFBEUIFDPBDIFTDBOHBUIFSJOTIBSFE
WJSUVBMTQBDFT EJTDVTTBOEQBSUJDJQBUFJOUIF
DPVSTFUIFONPSFUJNFDBOCFTQFOUPOUIF
TQPSUBOEMFTTPOUSBWFM
0ODFQFPQMFTUBSUUPJOUFSBDUPOMJOFJO
WJSUVBMFOWJSPONFOUT BSPVOEBTVCKFDUUIFZ
BSFQBTTJPOBUFBCPVU BTTQPSUTDPBDIFTBSF 
NBOZBSFWPMVOUFFST OFXNPEFMTFNFSHF
5IF$PBDIFT$FOUFSQSPWJEFTWJSUVBMPGmDFT
GPSDPBDIFT UIFZUIFZDBOQFSTPOBMJTF
BOEJOWJUFQFPQMFJOUPUIFJSPGmDF*OUIF
FOWJSPONFOUJUJTQPTTJCMFUPQMBDFQPTUFST 
WJEFPTBOEJOGPSNBUJPOPOCPBSETJOUIF
SPPNT:PVSBWBUBSDBOCFBEPSOFEXJUI

DMPUIFTSFMBUFEUPZPVSTQPSU-JLFXJTFMBSHFS
DPOWFOUJPODFOUFSTQSPWJEFCJHHFSHBUIFSJOH
TQBDFTPOMJOF
"WJSUVBMFOWJSPONFOUDBOBMMPX
WJTVBMJTBUJPOPGEBUBBTBTIBSFEFYQFSJFODF
*OUIFGVUVSFGFFEJOHJOPGMJWFQIZTJDBM
QFSGPSNBODFEBUBJOUPUIFFOWJSPONFOU
XPVMEMFUBDPBDIUIFPUIFSTJEFPGUIFXPSME
PGGFSUIFJSHVJEBODFUPBOBUIMFUF*XPVME
MFUBQIZTJPUIFSBQJTUPGGFSMJWFGFFECBDLUP
TPNFPOFSFDVQFSBUJOHBUIPNFXJUIPVU
UIFOFFEGPSUSBWFM/POFPGUIJTSFNPWFT PS
SFQMBDFTUIFOFFEUPCFQIZTJDBM UPNFFU
BOEXPSLUPHFUIFSJOTUFBEJUBVHNFOUTUIBU*U
BEETBCFOFmDJBMTFUPGUPPMTUPUIFNJY
'PSNF HPJOHUPB$IPJ,XBOH%PTFTTJPO
BUNZ%PKBOH XJUIUIFGBNJMZDPMMBCPSBUJWF
BUNPTQIFSFJTJNQPSUBOU5SBJOJOHXJUI
EJGGFSFOUQFPQMFUFBDIFTZPVEJGGFSFOUUIJOHT
FWFSZUJNF$IPJ,XBOH%PBMMPXTGPSVTUP
HPBOEUSBJOBUBOZ%PKBOHBOZXIFSFJOUIF
XPSME*NBHJOFJG XJUIBEWBODFTJOFBTJMZ
BDDFTTJCMFUFDIOPMPHZ *BNBCMFUPHFU
FYQFSUIVNBOGFFECBDLPONZUFDIOJRVFT
GSPNQMBDFT*DBOUHFUUPWJTJUQIZTJDBMMZ
8IFSFUIFEBUBJTBMTPBCMFUPCFBOBMZTFE
UPQSPWJEFTPNFBVUPNBUFEGFFECBDL
UPP.FBTVSJOHBDDFMFSBUJPOPGBQVODI 
DPVOUJOHUIFOVNCFSPGLJDLTQFSGPSNFE
&BDIPGUIFTFDBOFOIBODFBOJOEJWJEVBMT
JNQSPWFNFOUXJUIPVUNBLJOHJUDPNQFUJUJWF 
ZFUTUJMMIBWFUIFPGGFSUIFTDPSJOHOVNCFST
UIBUTPNFUIJOHMJLF/JLFGVFMQSPWJEFTGPS
BEEJUJPOBMNPUJWBUJPO
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5IJTDPVMETFFNBMJUUMFXBZPGG CVUJOSFBMJUZ
XFIBWFBMMUIFQJFDFT*EFDJEFEUPUSZBMJUUMF
FYQFSJNFOU*OJUJBMMZ*UJOLFSFEXJUIBO"SEVJOP
CBTFEBDDFMFSPNFUFSIJUDPVOUFSUIBUDPVME
CFFNCFEEFEJOBQVODICBH5IFO
*EFDJEFEUPUSZTPNFUIJOHNPSFBEWBODFE
*VTFEUIFGSFFMZBWBJMBCMF5SZQMFYUPPMLJU
IUUQDPEFHPPHMFDPNQUSZQMFY
GPSUIF.BDTRVBSU[DPNQPTFSBOEUIF
4ZOBQTFPQFOTPVSDF,JOFDUJOUFSGBDF
IUUQTZOBQTFLJOFDUUVNCMSDPN5IJTMFU
NFQMVHNZ9CPY,JOFDUJOUPUIF.BDBOE
USZPVUTPNF$IPJ,XBOH%PNPWFT
HFUUJOHMJWFGFFECBDLPOUIFTDSFFO TFFJOH
NZTFMGBTBXJSFGSBNFXJUIJOEJWJEVBMKPJOUT
IJHIMJHIUFE*UIFOGFEUIBU JOUIJTDBTFBT
BZPVUVCFWJEFP JOUPNZPGmDFJO5IF
$PBDIFT$FOUSF*BMTPVTFEUIFXIJUFCPBSE
UPQVUVQTPNF,PSFBOUFSNJOPMPHZGPSUIF
NPWFTBTUFYU*GZPVXFSFMPHHFEJOBOE
JOWJUFEUPNZPGmDFXFXPVMEBMMCFBCMFUP
TFFUIFTBNFDPOUFOU EJTDVTTBOEBEKVTU
BOETXBQNPWFT
"UBUJNFXIFOFWFSZPOFJTTPJOTQJSFECZ
UIF0MZNQJDTBOE1BSBMZNQJDIFSPJDTQPSUJOH
FOEFBWPVSTBU-POEPO*UIJOLJUJTGBJSUP
VTFUIF$IPJ,XBOH%PNPUUPi1JM4FVOHw
$FSUBJO7JDUPSZ UPBQQMZUPUIFCFOFmUTUIJT
FBTJMZBDDFTTJCMFUFDIOPMPHZJTHPJOHUPIBWF
POTPDJFUZJOUIFGVUVSF
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6TJOHNPSFTDSFFOTUPHFUNPSFJNNFSTJPO
JTDPNQMJDBUFEBOEFYQFOTJWF4DSFFOT
BMTPVTFEUPCFDVNCFSTPNFHMBTTUVCFT
/PXUIFZDBOOPXCFQVUJOUPHMBTTFT 
XJUIB57TDSFFOGPSFBDIFZF5IFSF
XFSFBOVNCFSPGUIFTFJOUIFFBSMZ
TXJUIBSDBEFTZTUFNTMJLF7JSUVBMJUZ
5IFTFJOTUBMMBUJPOTGFBUVSFEBIFBWZ
IFBETFUBOEVTFSTTUPPEJOBQPEUPIFMQ
EFUFSNJOFXIFSFUIFZXFSFGBDJOH5IF
TFOTPSTDIBOHFEXIBUZPVDPVMETFF
CBTFEPOIFBENPWFNFOUT"MUIPVHI
UIFHBNFTXFSFOPUBTQIPUPSFBMJTUJDBT
UPEBZTDVSSFOUTUBUFPGUIFBSUWFSTJPOT UIF
FYQFSJFODFEJEXPSL
5IFTFTPSUTPG7JSUVBM3FBMJUZ 73 IFMNFU
FYQFSJFODFTBSFVOEFSHPJOHBCJUPGB
SFOBJTTBODFXJUIDPNQBOJFTMJLF4POZ
CVJMEJOHOFXIFBETFUTBOEUIF,JDLTUBSUFS
QSPKFDU0DVMVT3JGU*UXBTTVDDFTTGVMMZ
DSPXEGVOEFEBOETVQQPSUCZTPNFPGUIF
MFBEJOHMJHIUTJOUIFHBNFTJOEVTUSZIBT
CFFOHPPE
5IFTFBSFIFBETFUTZPVXFBSUIBU
SFQMBDFZPVSWJFXPGUIFXPSMEXJUIB
TUFSFPTDPQJDJNBHF/PUFUIFTFDBOBMTP
CFDPOTJEFSFEJOUIFDPOUFYUPGUIFOFX
(PPHMFHMBTTFT5IFZBSFOPUBDUVBMMZ73
HMBTTFTCVUBIFBETVQTFFUISPVHIEJTQMBZ
TZTUFN5IFZBSFTDSFFOTUIBUZPVXFBS
0GDPVSTFOFFEJOHUPXFBSEJGGFSFOU
IFBETFUTGPSEJGGFSFOUSFBTPOTNBZDBVTFB
GFXQSPCMFNTJOVTFSUBLFVQ
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73IFBETFUTBSFBOBQQSPBDIUPDSFBUFBO
BMMBSPVOEJNNFSTJWFFYQFSJFODF5PCFDPNF
UPUBMMZJOWPMWFEJOBAWJSUVBMFOWJSPONFOUIBT
MPOHCFFOJOUIFSFBMNTPGTDJFODFmDUJPO
5IF4UBS5SFL/FYU(FOFSBUJPOIPMPEFDL
CFJOHBQSJNFFYBNQMF'PSUIPTFXIPBSF
OPUUSFLLFSTUSFLLJFTUIFIPMPEFDLXBTBMBSHF
SPPN VTVBMMZPOCPBSEBTIJQ8IFOJOUIF
IPMPEFDLBOFOUJSFXPSMEBOEFYQFSJFODF
XBTQSPKFDUFEBSPVOEZPV"XPSMEPGBOZ
TJ[FDBOBQQFBS#FJOHJOUIFSFBMNTPG
TDJFODFmDUJPOJUJTBMTPQPQVMBUFEXJUI
PCKFDUTUIBUBSFSFQMJDBUFEGSPNNBUUFS
BOEIBWFGPSDFGPSDFmFMETBSPVOEUIPTF
QSPKFDUJPOT5IJTNFBOTZPVDBOXBMLBOE
CVNQJOUPUIJOHT5IFnPPSNPWFTXJUIUIF
VTFSTJOBIJEEFONVMUJEJSFDUJPOBMUSFBENJMM
XBZ5IJTDBOPGDPVSTFTFFNBMJUUMFGBS
GFUDIFEBTBXIPMF4UBS5SFLJTGVMMPGTVCUMF
QJFDFTPGJOGPSNBUJPOUPIFMQFYQMBJOIPXB
IPMPEFDLNJHIUXPSL CVUNPTUMZJUJTBQMPU
WFIJDMFUPFYQMPSFBMMTPSUTPGQMBDFTBOE
UJNFT*UIBTCFDPNFBXFMMLOPXDPODFQU

*OUFSFTUJOHMZ BDDPSEJOHUP
MFHFOE UIFDPODFQUPGUIF
)PMPEFDLXBTQVUUP(FOF
3PEFOCFSSZ UIFDSFBUPSPG4UBS
5SFLCZ(FOF%PMHPGGXIPXBT
UIFJOWFOUPSPGUIF-$%QSPKFDUPS
JO
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1SPKFDUPSTIBWFCFFOVTFEUPDSFBUF
JNNFSTJWFFOWJSPONFOUTJOSFTFBSDIBOE
FEVDBUJPOFTUBCMJTINFOUT5IFQSJODJQMFPGB
$"7& $BWF"VUPNBUJD7JSUVBM&OWJSPONFOU 
VTFTFBDIPGUIFXBMMTPGBMBSHFDVCFSPPN
BTBQSPKFDUJPOTVSGBDFGPSBSFBSGBDJOH
QSPKFDUPST5IFnPPSBOEXBMMTBSFQSPKFDUFEJO
TZODIXJUIPOFBOPUIFSUPDSFBUFUIFGFFMJOH
PGTQBDFBOEBMMPXTPNFNPWFNFOU4PNF
WBSJBOUTVTF%HMBTTFTUPP5IFSPPNJTB
LOPXOTJ[FXJUInBUTVSGBDFTNBLJOHJUFBTJFS
JONBOZXBZTUPDSFBUFUIFQSPKFDUJPOT
.PWJOHJOUIFTQBDFJTPGDPVSTFMJNJUFE
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"SFDFOUQBUFOUBQQMJDBUJPOGSPN.JDSPTPGU
IBTQVMMFEUPHFUIFSTPNFJEFBTBOE
DPODFQUTUIBUNBZTIPXBTUFQUPXBSET
BIPNFQSPKFDUFEFOWJSPONFOU1BUFOU
BQQMJDBUJPOT JUTIPVMECFOPUFE BSFBO
JOUFSFTUJOHQBSUPGUIFUFDIOPMPHZMBOETDBQF
5IFZBSFPGUFOVTFEBTXFBQPOTCZ
DPNQBOJFTUPTUPQPSTMPXEPXOPQQPTJOH
DPNQBOJFT IFODFUIFSFDFOU"QQMFW
4BNTVOHFODPVOUFS 5IFZBSFGSFRVFOUMZ
SFHBSEFEBTBOUJDPNQFUJUJWF)PXFWFSUIFZ
BSFBOJOUFSFTUJOHXBZUPTIBSFBOEFYQSFTT
JEFBT
*UXPVMECFIZQPDSJUJDBMPGNFUPTBZ
BOZUIJOHUPPOFHBUJWFBCPVUQBUFOUTBT
*DSFBUFEBGFXVOVTVBMPOFTEVSJOHNZ
DPSQPSBUFMJGF VTVBMMZBSPVOEVOVTVBMJEFBT
BOEDPNCJOBUJPOTPGUFDIOPMPHZ*BMTP
IBWFBDVSSFOUPOFQFOEJOHGPSBOVOVTVBM
BQQSPBDIUPTPDJBMNFEJBBOEHBNJOH
8IFOBQBUFOUJEFBJTQVUGPSXBSEJURVJDLMZ
HFUTNBTTBHFECZMFHBMUFBNTBOEPGUFO
SFNPWFTTPNFPGUIFOPSNBMEFTDSJQUJPOT
UIBUXFNJHIUPSEJOBSJMZVTF UIPVHIZPVDBO
HFUVTFEUPSFBEJOHXIBUJUTIPVMECF
5IF.JDSPTPGUQBUFOUBUGBDFWBMVFMPPLT
MJLFBTJNQMFQSPKFDUJPOJOUPUIFSPPNGSPNB
HBNFTDPOTPMF*UIBT UIPVHI FWPMWFEGSPN
TPNFTQFDJmDFYJTUJOHJOWFOUJPOTUIBUXF
IBWFBMSFBEZHPUVTFEUPJOHBNJOH
5PQSPKFDUPOUPBnBUTVSGBDF FWFOBU
BOBOHMFJTBOPSNBMUBTLGPSBQSPKFDUPS
,FZTUPOJOHBMMPXTBQSPKFDUFEJNBHFUP
CFUBQFSFEPSGBUUFOFEUPBMMPXBTRVBSF
JNBHFUPCFQSPKFDUFEPOUPBOOPOTRVBSFE
TVSGBDF PSBUBOBOHMF*GZPVMPPLBSPVOEBU
BOZMJWJOHSPPNXIFSFBO9CPYMJWFTUIPVHI
ZPVXJMMTFFBMMTPSUTPGTVSGBDFTBOEBOHMFT
UIBUNBLFTQSPKFDUJOHDPNQMJDBUFE*GUIF
QSPKFDUPSDBOVOEFSTUBOEUIFTIBQFPGB
SPPNBOEUIFEFUBJMTXJUIJOJUUIFQSPKFDUPS

5IFSFJTBXBMMUIFSF6TVBMMZNPUJPO
UISPVHIUIFFOWJSPONFOUJTWJBKPZTUJDLPS
HFTUVSFNPWFNFOUT

8PVMEOUJUCFHSFBUUPCFBCMFUP
QSPKFDUBOZFOWJSPONFOUJOUPBOZPUIFS
FOWJSPONFOUMJLFPVSPXOIPNFT *U
XPVMECFJOUFSFTUJOHUPNBLFUIFFOUJSF
SPPNUIFQMBDFGPSPVSFYQFSJFODF
&WFONPSFJNQPSUBOUMZJUXPVMECF
VOFODVNCFSFECZEFWJDFT KVTUXBML
JOBOEZPVBSFUIFSF
+VTUMJLFUIF)PMPEFDL

DBOBEKVTUUIFJNBHFUPmUJUJOUPUIFSPPN
"DPNQMJDBUFEBOEBOHMFETVSGBDFDBOCF
NBEFUPMPPLnBU5IFUFYUVSFBOEDPMPVS
PGUIFFYJTUJOHTVSGBDFTXJMMOFFEEJGGFSFOU
JOUFOTJUJFTPGQSPKFDUFEMJHIUJOPSEFSUPNBLF
BOZJNBHFXPSL8FIBWFTFFOJOUIFMBTUGFX
ZFBSTTPNFIJHIQSPmMFPVUEPPSQSPKFDUJPOT
POUIFGBDBEFTPGCVJMEJOHTUIBUVTFUIJT
QSJODJQMF5IF2VFFOTKVCJMFFDFMFCSBUJPOT
GFBUVSFEBQSPKFDUJPOPG.BEOFTTTA0VS
)PVTFPO
#VDLJOHIBN
1BMBDFXIJMTUUIF
CBOEQMBZFE
GSPNUIFSPPG
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)PXDBOXFEPUIJTJOPVSPXOQBMBDFT 
8IBUEPFTB,JOFDUTFOTPSBDUVBMMZEP 
*UCVJMETBENBQPGUIFSPPNJUJTJO 
EFUFSNJOFTXIFSFQFPQMFBSFJOUIFSPPN
BOEQSPWJEFTUIBUTFOTPSEBUBUPUIFHBNFT
DPOTPMF
4PZPVIBWFBTDBOOFSUIBUVOEFSTUBOET
ZPVBOEZPVSSPPNHFPNFUSZ*UNBLFT
TFOTFUPDSFBUFBQSPKFDUPSUPEFMJWFSPVU
JOUPUIBUSPPN BEKVTUJOHBUFBDITVSGBDF
BOEDPSOFS0SJOQBUFOUUFSNTiJOTUSVDUJPOT
UPDPNQFOTBUFGPSUPQPHSBQIZPGUIF
FOWJSPONFOUBMTVSGBDFEFTDSJCFECZUIF
EFQUIJOGPSNBUJPOTPUIBUUIFQFSJQIFSBM
JNBHFBQQFBSTBTBHFPNFUSJDBMMZEJTUPSUJPO
DPSSFDUFEFYUFOTJPOPGUIFQSJNBSZJNBHFw
5IFQBUFOUBMTPEFBMTXJUIUIFJEFBPGOPU
QSPKFDUJOHPOUPUIFQFSTPOJOUIFSPPN*GZPV
TUBOEJOGSPOUPGBQSPKFDUPSZPVHFUHMBSF
GSPNUIFJNBHFBOEBOZUIJOHUIBUTIPVME
CFCBDLHSPVOEBOECFIJOEZPVBQQFBST
POZPV5IF,JOFDUTUZMFTFOTJOHXJMMXPSLPVU
XIFSFOPUUPQSPKFDU 0GDPVSTFLOPXJOH
XIFSFZPVBSFNBZXFMMBMMPXHBNFTUPCF
EFWFMPQFEUIBUQSPKFDUPOUPVT VOJGPSNT
BOEJOTJHOJB FRVJQNFOU TDBMFTFUD
5IFQBUFOUSFGFSTUPUIFQSPKFDUJPOTBT
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"TDPOUSPMMFSTDPOUJOVFUPFWPMWF XFNBZ
XFMMBMTPTFFBOFRVBMMFBQXJUIUIFXBZ
XFFYQFSJFODFWJEFPHBNFT"SPPNGVMMPG
QSPKFDUFEJNBHFSZBOETVSSPVOEBVEJPXJMM
QSPWJEFTPNFBEEJUJPOBMTVQQPSUUPPVSPXO
JNBHJOBUJPOT
8FNBZCFBMJUUMFXBZGSPNUFMFQPSUFE
NBUUFSBOEGPSDFmFMETMJLFUIFSFBMIPMPEFDL
BOEXFEPOUIBWFA)BSE-JHIUUPBMMPXVTUP
GFFMUIFFOWJSPONFOU CVUXFEPIBWFIBQUJD
GFFECBDLEFWJDFTBOESFBMQIZTJDBMPCKFDUT
DBOCFJOUFSXPWFOJOUPUIFFYQFSJFODF+VTU
JNBHJOFBGVMMESJWJOHHBNFVTJOHBGPSDF
GFFECBDLTUFFSJOHXIFFMBTXFIBWFUPEBZ 
CVUBVHNFOUFECZCFJOHBCMFUPMPPLPVU
UPUIFTJEFTPGUIFWFIJDMFBTUIFTDFOFSZ
SVTIFTQBTUZPVSTPGBPOZPVSMJWJOHSPPNXBMM
0GUFOTDJFODFmDUJPOTQPJMTPVSFYQFDUBUJPOT

QFSJQIFSBMUPUIFNBJOTDSFFOFYQFSJFODF
5IFZBSFMJLFBOBUNPTQIFSJDTPVOEFGGFDU*U
JTOPUUSZJOHUPCVJMETPNFUIJOHUIBUZPVDBO
GBDFBOZEJSFDUJPOBOEHFUBOFRVBMMZSFBM
FYQFSJFODF4PJUJTOPURVJUFUIFIPMPEFDL
GSPN4UBS5SFLCVUJUJTBTUFQJOUIFSJHIU
EJSFDUJPO

*IBWFOPEPVCUXFXJMMBDIJFWFB)PMPEFDL
FYQFSJFODFJOUJNF*UNBZCFCZQSPKFDUJPO
PSFWFOBEJSFDUCSBJOJOUFSGBDF.BUSJYTUZMF
5IFJNQPSUBOUUIJOHJTUPNPWFGPSXBSECZ
CVJMEJOHPOFYJTUJOHUFDIOPMPHJFT USZJOHPVU
OFXJEFBTBOEIBWFGVOEPJOHJU1FSTPOBMMZ*
DBOUXBJUUPTFFIPXJUQBOTPVU

'VSUIFSSFBEJOH
0DVMVT3JGUXXXPDVMVTWSDPN
.JDSPTPGU1BUFOUXXXGBRTPSHQBUFOUTBQQ
*BOXSJUFTBCPVUUIFGVUVSFPOIJTXFCTJUF
XXXGFFEJOHFEHFDPVL

BUILDING
ELECTRIC
SUPERBIKES
An interview with Mike Edwards by Ian [epredator] Hughes

Back in the late 80’s I was doing an
Information Technology degree at
Leicester Polytechnic and formed a great
friendship with Mike Edwards...

We are both programmers and techies
but had the same interests - standing
in arcades playing Double Dragon and
frequenting bars. We are still both gamers
but Mike has taken on an amazing project
to radically change the way Superbikes are
created for the race track.
He is designing and building a new type
of very fast electric bike from the ground
up. Every time we meet he has told me
something else fascinating about the
innovation he is pushing for. It touches
every part of the emerging technology
world, green tech, 3D Printing and even
crowdsourcing. It seemed about time
to get him to share it in an interview and
tell us a bit more about the amazing
challenges and opportunities of their
website helpusinnovate.com.
Ian: So Mike, tell us a about your
background with racing bikes?
Mike: I started off as a road rider and
quickly progressed to track days and then
racing. I had some potential but often
found myself in the wrong place at the
wrong time as others tried to ride through,
rather than around, me. My Achilles Heel
seemed to be that I got hurt quite often so
I realised I didn’t have a long-term future in
the sport.
In 2003 a friend and I created the
MiniTwins race series in the UK. The goal
was to provide affordable, competitive
racing that could be fun for all but also
act as a stepping-stone for young riders. It
worked so well that ten years later the series
is still going strong with packed grids at a
number of clubs across the country.
Whilst running the series I spotted
a young rider who was starting to get
good results but was hampered with
inferior equipment. For the following
season I built a bike for him and he won
the championship during one of the
most competitive seasons in memory.
The question was then how to help him
progress his career so we formed a team
and went off to race in the World SuperBike

paddock.
After three seasons competing at some
of the highest profile events around Europe
we returned for a couple of seasons in
British SuperBikes and were destined for
some World SuperBike wild card races
before supplier issues put paid to that.
It’s been quite a journey, I’ve gone from
not being able to adjust the chain on my
road bike to being able to strip down and
build a full SuperBike engine, program the
complex electronics that make up the
engine management system or work with
the data logging to look at suspension
settings or machine geometry.
Ian: What are the core goals of your
Superbike project?
Mike: Having covered pretty much every
aspect of building and developing toplevel race bikes I became more and more
interested in the technical challenges and
innovation available in the motorcycling
world.
Electric motorcycles have generally
started as engineering projects based
around fitting an electric drive train in
to an existing motorcycle chassis.Unlike
an electric car where your key design
decisions revolve around four wheels and
two, or four, seats with a bike
your design constraints are
based on two wheels and the
engine.
With an electric drive
train you have removed the
biggest design constraint,
yet people seem intent on
building petrol bikes without
looking at the opportunities
of having fewer restrictions
in terms of layout, geometry,
etc., i.e, not having a heavy
engine that can only fit in one
position with everything else
bolted on around it.
I am a firm believer that
pound for pound an electric
motorcycle will give greater
performance than a petrol
one. Obviously we have
a long way to go in terms
of technology to achieve
comparable weight, but
after just a few years of
development we are already
seeing electric race bikes that
are running just ten seconds
off the pole positions times
of the best riders and most
advanced petrol machines

in MotoGP. More importantly these electric
machines are still approaching things as
if they were petrol powered, i.e. replace
a big, heavy engine with a big, heavy
battery pack and build the rest of the bike
around it. If a class leading electric motor
can make 200 hp and weigh around
22 kg I should be able to package the
batteries in a way that I can maximise the
performance from the rest of the chassis.
What started with 40hp air-cooled DC
motors just a few short years ago has seen
technology leap forward to 200hp liquidcooled AC motors that are available now.
They may be beyond the reach of
hobbyists and those looking to build a top
of the range electric bike in their garage
but the future is here for those ready to
embrace it.
The goal for our project is to
demonstrate a new level of performance
not seen in any electric bikes to date. An
engineering challenge for sure but one
that puts as much focus on the chassis
opportunities as it does building an
innovative electric drive train.
Ian: There are some electric bikes, as
we saw in the TT what is yourtake on
them?
Mike: The TT race proved that there were
plenty of people interested in building
electric bikes when it first started back in
2009 so the grid mainly consisted of home
built bikes in the first year. Over time the
grid sizes have fallen but the budgets have
grown and now features what can only be
seen as multi-million pound purpose built
machines.
It was only recently that these
engineering projects realised they still

needed a very skilled rider to get the most
out of them. The
contribution of the rider is much more
important on a bike than in a car due to
the lean angles and the weight distribution
required at high speeds.
Having said that the TT is a 37.7 mile
course on the roads of the Isle of Man,
with all the bumps, blind bends and even
hump backed bridges that you would
imagine. Certainly not for the faint hearted
at 170+ mph but also not the ultra smooth
tarmac of a more traditional circuit.
This demanding fast road circuit requires
different performance and handling
characteristics compared to racing around
circuits such as Silverstone, Le Mans or
Monza. With the majority of investment in
high performance electric motorcycles
destined for the TT I feel there are some
significant opportunities for the chassis
design when designing class leading
electric bikes.
Ian: Racing bikes need to be able to
race against one another, how are
the categories coming along? What
happens if you revolutionise designs
and get much faster and better?
Mike: At the moment there just aren’t the
numbers of electric motorcycles racing to
generate some of the packed grids and
highly competitive races we are used to
from their petrol counterparts.
This will change but it is important to be
able to put on a spectacular show to get
the interest of the spectators. In turn, this
will help generate more interest and attract
more competitors, manufacturers, etc. in
to the sport.
We have seen with the MiniTwins series

miles an hour.
If we look in to our crystal ball, isn’t the
future about selling electric motorcycles
alongside the current petrol variants? We
already know that range anxiety is less of
a issue for bikes when an Aprilia RSV4 can
barely manage 70 miles to a tank full on
track and still costs £17k to buy.

that whilst people initially dismissed the
relatively low powered 72 hp machines as
not very glamorous or exciting most totally
changed their opinion once they saw how
close the racing is.
The biggest opportunity, in my opinion,
is to change people’s opinions of what
electric bikes can achieve. Ten seconds
off the pace of a MotoGP bike is a great
start, particularly with just a few years of
development, but there are so many other
factors that can close that gap.
Ian: People often talk about batteries
and a lack of range, is that fair
criticism?
Mike: A battery pack contains a finite
amount of energy but you have much
greater flexibility in how you use it than
a conventional petrol engine. You can
choose to use your battery over a longer
distance but this will mean you will have
to travel at a slower speed in order to
complete the race. Conversely, if you were
to make the race half the length then you
can have twice the performance over that
distance.
In essence, a bike destined for the TT has
to cope with a little under forty miles of high
speed racing but if you only need to race
for twenty miles then you have a much
greater opportunity to demonstrate the
potential performance of electric bikes in
general as you can travel faster for longer.
The other key factor with electric motors
is that acceleration is a factor of the motor,
so to accelerate as fast as possible doesn’t
really use any more power than
accelerating more slowly. The biggest
power drain for an electric motor is
sustained high rpm, i.e. travelling at high
speeds. For example, the power required
to race at 180 mph is significantly higher
than racing at 160 mph.
A goal of racing flat out for just twenty
miles may not seem like much but we are
talking about speeds of up to 180 miles
per hour. We could easily race for sixty to
eighty miles if we limited top speeds to 100

Ian: Does the design of any racing
frame change due to the dynamics
and engineering of electric motors and
batteries or is it just replacing the motor
and fuel tank?
Mike: A petrol motorcycle is hampered by
the need to convert four power pulses, one
per cylinder, in to grip from the rear tyre in
order to drive the machine forward. The
trend has been to extend the swing arm to
provide greater control from the rear, even
if it requires changes to make the engine
shorter.
An electric motor on the other hand
has an extremely linear power delivery
that already puts it ahead of its petrol
equivalent in helping the tyre to maximise
natural grip. Now imagine the scenario
with a longer swing arm? The only thing
preventing a longer swing arm in a petrol
bike is that bike heavy engine. With an
electric bike there is nothing stopping us
having our swing arm as long as we want it
to be.
Now imagine taking the best of our
current crop of petrol SuperBikes and see
what we can learn, or transfer, over to the
electric bike project. It is common place
to find sophisticated traction control in
World SuperBikes or MotoGP. Rather than
relying on the traditional, and somewhat
dumb, power controllers founding most
electric vehicle applications why not simply
graft on the ECU from a SuperBike and
take advantage of the launch control and
traction control capabilities?
If we can build a bike that can find extra
grip exiting a turn where the competition
cannot then to put in the same lap times
the bike might only need to hit 160 mph
down the straight rather than 170 or 180
mph. We know that top speed is the
battery killer under such circumstances so
if we can get away with a lesser top speed
then we will have even more range from
our battery pack.
The only thing restricting the
performance of an electric motorcycle
compared to the petrol counterpart is the
weight of the batteries. We have already
seen the advantages from the power
train and chassis for an electric bike,

especially as 200 hp electric motors are
readily available today. Design a bike for
the future, prove what can be done by the
first high performance electric motorcycle
and when the battery technology catches
up simply reduce the number of cells
to maintain the current performance or
keep the same number for an even more
powerful machine.”
Ian: This may be a leading question
but... Is there room in the paddock for
any other emerging technologies like
3d printing?
Mike: The bulk of any design work for
a new motorcycle, whether electric or
otherwise, is carried out on a computer.
From optimising the chassis design to
give the desired degree of flex, improving
the aerodynamics and identifying any
potential temperature hot spots on the bike
and even designing the moulds for the
carbon fibre swing arm are all computer
based.
Every single piece will then be
machined, moulded or even 3D printed.
3D printing is already used in other
motorsport arenas and has progressed
to that point that bespoke plastic or
lightweight aluminium components can be
manufactured with ease.
Ian: An engineering project of this
magnitude takes a lot of things to fall
into place, takes a lot of people to work
together. Are you finding people are
willing to share more these days?
Mike: Resourcing has proved remarkably
easy in most areas, helped by having
a friend already interested in electric
motorcycles who designs MotoGP bikes for
a living. Between us we have most things
covered, particularly as we already have a
relationship with other specialist companies

such as Motec having worked with them for
some years on our petrol SuperBikes.
Motec provide sophisticated electronics
for top level racing with tried and tested
traction control and launch control
strategies. They are interested in working
with us to convert their systems to meet
the needs of a world leading electric
motorcycle.
The core components are easy enough,
Yasa make some of the most innovative
electric motors in the world, Sevcon
have worked with Yasa to produce the
necessary controllers for their axial flux
motors and both companies have been
very supportive in supplying technical
information, engineering drawings, etc.
for our project as we undertake the initial
packaging and high level design process.
This biggest challenge will be the electric
power train itself. A simplified view would be
to say whoever has the latest generation
batteries is going to win. There has been
a great deal of investment in batteries
in recent years but the demands of a
prototype electric motorcycle, particularly
one that is going to be running at the
cutting edge, has to package the most
power and therefore must target the
highest energy density.
Battery manufacturers have been
busy innovating but it’s a different market
if you want your Nissan Leaf to have a
one hundred mile range and still be
able to recharge the battery a thousand
times, i.e. releasing energy slowly over a
longer period of time presents a different
challenge to being able to safely use all
the energy quickly. Unfortunately most
of the innovation and research in recent
years has, understandably, focused on
the electric car market whilst the rest of us
have to make do.
It’s not all doom and gloom. It
is perfectly feasible to exceed the
manufacturer specifications as they won’t
have tested the cells under the conditions
we are likely to be using them in. If they
need to still achieve a thousand charge
cycles they may only rate them as being
able to discharge over a specified period
of time. As long as we undertake stringent
testing to ensure we can discharge the
cells at the rate we need we can live with a
trade off of perhaps only getting a couple
of hundred charge cycles, at least for our
prototype.
To keep it safe the Battery Management
System (BMS) must be quite advanced,
especially if we opt to utilise some of the
more volatile but higher density cells in our

it. It is far more mainstream than our
usual audience when we race our petrol
engined SuperBikes which I believe makes
it an even more compelling story.
With a new year we are trying a new
approach. Rather than try to finance
everything in one go we are breaking the
project up in to a number of work streams.
As we achieve the fund necessary to
complete each step we will embark on
that piece of development.
basic knowledge of battery technology
from one company before they politely
bowed out when it became clear we
needed to use some of the more volatile,
higher density cell chemistry that they had
no experience in.
Looks like we are going to have to do
the bulk of the work ourselves although we
do have enough friends in the right places
to make sure our design not only works
but follows our usual approach of over
engineering the solution with numerous
back ups and fail safes so we can be more
than confident that we can successfully
manage any potential situation before
things get out of hand.
Ian: How are you approaching funding?
I people want to get involved can they?
Mike: Our initial plan was to secure enough
sponsorship to allow us to build the bike
and then race it in the TTXGP race series for
electric motorcycles using the sponsor’s
livery and branding. We thought that
should be a compelling enough
story, especially if backed up with a
documentary following the progress of the
project.
Whether it was just the timing of the
project as the Olympics max-ed
out most marketing budgets or whether
we just weren’t selling the right package to
the right people we had no takers initially.
One consumer electronics company
complained that our plans didn’t seem
to be technical enough, something I’ve
yet to get to fully understand, or a well
known brand with a massive spend on
green energy that was happy that their
sponsorship of one of the British teams
in an Olympic event would hit all their
marketing goals for the year.
One thing we have realised is that there
is a massive interest in green technology
and electric vehicles coupled with a
scarcity of information about how to build
them yet alone any behind the scenes
type footage of people actually doing

The steps currently include:
Initial Design – Define basic packaging,
chassis layout, etc.
Detailed Design – Comprehensive design
showing every component, fastener, etc.
Power Pack – Build battery pack with
integrated cooling, Battery Management
System, etc.
Drive Train – Build integrated motor and
controller, wiring harness, etc. & fit to
motorcycle
Chassis Design – Carry out structural
analysis, air flow analysis, etc.
Chassis Build – Build carbon fibre frame &
swing arm. Fit to forks, yokes, wheels, etc.
In addition we intend to look for a
sponsor to cover the cost of filming the
documentary in return for the rights to
the final film that I hope would be made
available to their clients, customers or
even just uploaded to YouTube with their
branding.
Assuming a sponsor is interested in
helping us record the development for
posterity how do we plan to fund the rest of
the work? Having worked second jobs and
even sold my house to pay for some of our
petrol racing exploits we are looking at a
range of ways to both raise the funds and
increase the profile of our project.
In the spirit of Kickstarter.com and the
plethora of similar sites we have decided
to follow the crowdsourcing model,
i.e. encourage people with an interest
in electric motorcycles to support the
development of ours.
Crowd sourced projects usually involve
contributing financially to a project and
receiving a sample of that product in
return. The one thing we can contribute
in return, i.e. our ‘product’, is that we can
provide detailed access to the design and
physical build of each part of the project
for those that are interested.
Given the number of people that are
interested in green technology, electric
vehicles and even motorcycles in general
we are sure we can build a community

around our electric motorcycles project.”
Ian: What would your dream situation
be?
Mike: This is an engineering exercise to
prove our belief that pound for pound
an electric motorcycle can have greater
performance than a petrol engined
equivalent.
There are still challenges ahead,
particularly given the current state of
battery technology, but as that develops
the bike can either dramatically lose
weight or significantly increase power.
With half the weight of the bike being the
battery pack the opportunities for the future
look promising.
In an ideal world the funding challenge
would be easily overcome, whether
through sponsors who fully appreciated the
opportunity or through the crowd sourcing
route.
The opportunity to race not just with other
electric bikes but also against modern
petrol bikes should provide a full testing
program and a good demonstration of the
capabilities of the project.”

Ian: Finally, Is getting a project like this,
and running a team, as much of a buzz
as riding in a race?
Mike:: Competing in a race is pretty
intense although no where near as
hard as running a team. Over the years
more time has been spent building and
developing bikes. The appreciation of
what is required from the chassis, the
engine and the fine tuning required with
the suspension suggests that there are so
many opportunities to be had
through building an electric motorcycle
than nobody has really explored yet.
This project will change how people
thing about electric motorcycles. That is
way more exciting than racing!
Be part of it at
www.helpusinnovate.com
Ian: Thank you Mike for that incredible
insight into some very exciting
innovations. Fancy a game of Double
Dragon?
Mike: “Thank you too.
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Space Tourism
By Ian Hughes/epredator
Feeding Edge Ltd

Visiting new places can be fun, but
sometimes the journey can spoil the adventure.
Long days with no mobile or internet signal on a
crowded train, or gridlocked on the motorway can
take the gloss off even the most glamorous locations.
Dwarf, Dr Who, Blake’s 7 etc.
all feature prominent space
based story lines. Whilst
manned missions to the moon
have not happened for a while,
some of my earliest memories
are astronauts bouncing around
the surface of the Moon. Giant
Apollo rocket systems with
computers no more powerful
Whilst leaving the atmosphere
than a digital watch getting
of the planet may not be to
people 384,400km there and
everybody’s taste, it’s hard
to	

    deny	

    the	

    inﬂuence	

    Space	

    has	

     back again. When I grew up I
wanted to be an Astronaut/
had on us techies.
Starship Captain/Jedi!
Star Trek, Star Wars, Red
What we need is something even
more exciting. Something where
the journey itself is the
holiday experience. Something
like a modern version of the
Orient Express, but with more
science and technology thrown
in. Enter - Space tourism

Today if you grab something
like the Arduino Starter Kit,
the	

    very	

    ﬁrst	

    project	

    for	

    
people to build is called
Spaceship Interface. It’s
basically	

    a	

    couple	

    of	

    ﬂashing	

    
LED’s, and that there is a bit
more of the spaceship that
needs to be built to make it
workable. However it shows
that space travel, or wanting
to be in space is still part
of our culture and hopefully
our future.
So what are the options to
be a Space Tourist?

VOMIT COMET

The delightfully named Vomit
Comet is the simplest way to
feel something of Space. Using
a large commercial jet plane
you	

    are	

    ﬂown	

    to	

    30,000+ft	

    at	

    
45 degrees and then levelled
out at the top of a parabolic
trajectory.
For about 25 seconds you
achieve weightlessness. This
technique has been used to
train astronauts since 1959,
but is now more commonly
seen on TV science shows as
presenters try and deliver
a piece to camera whilst
weightless.
NASA has a company called
GoZeroG that you can just click
and make a reservation like

any airline. The “seat” does
cost $5,197.50 though. You get
about 15 repeats of the climb
and	

    ﬂoat,	

    that’s	

    375	

    seconds	

    
of freedom Earth’s gravity.
**** zero G pics *** check
style sheet for their pic use
guidelines ***
For the next option though
$5000 is a rounding error.
In June 2000 Dennis Tito
became	

    the	

    ﬁrst	

    proper	

    space	

    
tourist. i.e. he paid for his
ticket rather than joining
an organisation and going
into space as his workplace.
Through a company called
MirCorp he visited the then
ageing Russian space station
Mir. It is said to have been
a $20 million ticket to ride.
However shortly after the
whole operation fell foul of
international politics, and
the Mir space station was
‘de-orbited’ a year later.

THE SPACE RACE

Private	

    ﬁrms	

    were	

    encouraged	

    
to look into space travel
through the efforts of the
Ansari X PRIZE. The X PRIZE
model started with offering
a $10 million payout to the
ﬁrst	

    people	

    to	

    build	

    a	

    private	

    
space vehicle that could take
three people twice in two
weeks into Space.
Ten times the prize money was
invested by various companies
in new technology in the race
to the goal, creating a massive
leap in human understanding
of Space travel. It was
achieved by a design called
SpaceShipOne on October 4th
2004. This could be regarded
as the date space tourism got
the green light. The X PRIZE
competition has spawned many
other competitions. Including a
Google prize to get a privately
funded robot on the moon worth
$30 million and Qualcomm’s $10
million to create a Star Trek
style handheld medical scanner
(like a tricorder)
http://www.xprize.org

TUBULAR BALLS

New startups vying for your
attention and to get you
traveling into space are
popping up all the time.
Arguably, the most well known
is Richard Branson’s Virgin
Galactic. The main space
ship component is called
SpaceShipTwo which you may
spot is the next iteration of
the original X PRIZE winner.
Carried up close to Space by

another plane WhiteKnightTwo,
the Mothership carries the six
passenger craft up to 50,000ft
where SpaceShipTwo then kicks
in a hybrid rocket motor and
sends you at Mach 4 (4 times
the speed of sound)up through
the imaginary Karman line
100km(62 miles) up where Space
starts.
Once there they cut the
engines and you are weightless
and	

    an	

    ofﬁcial	

    space	

    tourist.	

    
All that is just $200,000 or
$1million to book the whole
ﬂight	

    out	

    for	

    you	

    and	

    ﬁve	

    
friends. I don’t know about
you, but if I had that sort of
cash I would most certainly
pay for this experience!

Virgin Galactic has not
announced	

    an	

    ofﬁcial	

    date	

    
to	

    ﬂy	

    yet,	

    but	

    it	

    is	

    highly	

    
likely it will be towards the
end on 2013. XCOR and their
Sub orbital Lynx ship trip is
also coming soon at a mere
$95,000.
Space Adventures, on the other
hand	

    is	

    already	

    ﬂying	

    sub	

    
orbital	

    ﬂights	

    for	

    $110,000	

    
and has plans for orbital
ﬂights	

    and	

    even	

    a	

    lunar	

    
mission in the future. That
is where it gets even more
interesting. All these suborbital	

    ﬂights	

    are	

    about	

    going	

    
just about into space before
dropping back down. It’s good,
but it doesn’t get me sitting
on the Captain’s chair of the
USS Enterprise or opening up
the	

    X-Wing	

    on	

    a	

    ﬁghter.

MAN ON THE MOOON

It is over 40 years since Gene
Cernan became the last man to
step on the moon. Governments
raced to get there, then once
they got there it stopped.
The vacuum of Space is a
dangerous place to be. It
costs LOTS of money to get
things (and people) out there
and more importantly get them
back again.

Sending the Curiosity Rover
to Mars has been a fantastic
achievement. The science and
technology involved is still
awe-inspiring. Curiosity is
driving around Mars performing
all sorts of experiments,
communicating back to Earth
and using just 140 Watts of
power. It has a two year
mission. There are more Mars
missions planned too.

Dennis Tito, yes him
again,	

    the	

    worlds	

    ﬁrst	

    
ofﬁcial	

    space	

    tourist	

    
is part of a project
that aims to send a
man and a woman on a
mission to orbit Mars.
The aim is January
2018. It will be a
501 day round trip.
The	

    not-for-proﬁt	

    
company, Inspiration
Mars is the vehicle for this
endeavour.
2018 is important as this
makes the return journey a
quick “free-return” orbit (a
slingshot effect that needs
no engine power to make the
return) due to the relative
position of Earth and Mars.
The next window of opportunity
would be 2031. So the race is
on to meet the deadline.

Next stop Mars

If orbiting Mars is not your
thing, but you do want to get
down on the surface, then Mars
One is the company for you.
The mission objective for
Mars One is to have a human
settlement on the surface of
Mars by 2023. Another notfor-proﬁt	

    organisation	

    with	

    a	

    
global view of traveling out
into space. On the timeline the
habitat and equipment heads
to Mars before 2020 where it
is assembled by rovers and
automated units, then the crew
heads there in 2022, with more
following later.
The astronaut selection
process is already underway
and anyone can apply. It’s a
lot cheaper than any other of
the options, but is more of a
vocation than vacation. For
all you bloggers and tweeters,
Mars One will also be a
project with extensive social
media opportunities.
Live streams from the surface,
and lots of communication
about what is being done out
there, and what is being built
will be freely available.
For all those would-be
space tourists interested
in applying, there is one

important piece of information
to consider. This is a one way
mission.
Once relocated to Mars, you
would be there for good, and
you would become a Martian.
A true colonist of another
planet.
There might not be any
atmosphere, but wouldn’t that
make a great check-in location?
Ian is part of the ‘Cool Stuff
Collective’ on ITV and on
Twitter
@epredator .The future can be
found on his website
www.feedingedge.co.uk
Links
http://www.gozerog.com
http://www.virgingalactic.com
http://www.xcor.com
http://www.spaceadventures.com
http://www.genecernan.com
http://www.inspirationmars.com
http://mars-one.com/

Hmmm Delicious
Where are we
going with our food?

BY IAN HUGHES/EPREDATOR FEEDING EDGE LTD

Every now and then we get a food scare in the UK,
the latest was regarding the quality of some minced
beef products. Apparently they were more Dobbin
the Horse than Daisy the Cow. Whilst this situation
appears to be caused by producer greed and costcutting exercises it may mask a bigger problem; namely
the world population is set to outgrow our traditional
food production abilities.

A report, Livestock’s Long Shadow, by the
Food And Agriculture Organisation, part of
the United Nations, in 2006 stated:
“Livestock now account for about 20
percent of the total terrestrial animal biomass,
and the 30 percent of the earth’s land surface
that they now pre-empt was once habitat
for wildlife.”
“The livestock sector is a major player,
responsible for 18 percent of greenhouse gas
emissions measured in CO2 equivalent.
This is a higher share than transport.”
So our global traditional farming of animals,
and the crops and water to keep them is
having a major impact on the planet as our
population grows. We are running out of
room to feed ourselves.

long term effects these may have to the entire
eco system and food chain.
From its traditional use in crops to make
them a higher yield or more resilient, GM
food has now climbed the evolutionary ladder
a few rungs to Salmon. “AquAdvantage®
Salmon” grow faster than their wild cousins
and are being raised in fish farms with all
female sterile colonies. We each have to
consider our comfort level for things like this.
Salmon engineered to grow bigger and faster
than normal. Twice as much fish available?
But unable to breed? Just like the dinosaurs
in Jurassic Park?
Even if we use GM to improve crops and
enhance the animals in our food chain they
are still taking up the same amount of land
and probably emitting the same amount
green house gasses. So what is the alternative?

Waiter, there is a fly in
my primordial soup!

Pull the Switch Igor
Science is looking for answers with the
genetic modification of crops. IE Adjusting
the structure of living organisms through
manipulation at a chemical level, rather
than the ‘traditional’ approach of breeding
new strains over time. This is much more
than adding food colouring into a vase and
watching a flower change colour as it draws
up the coloured water. ‘GM’ as a branch
of science stirs up many emotions on both
sides of the argument. Franken-foods is one
take, modern marvel the other. We have the
science to leap forward ahead of pests and
climate change, but we don’t yet know the

One avenue that may help solve many of the
world’s food and fuel problems could well
be Algae. There are many different types,
ranging from a single cell organism that can
be cultivated and harvested as a colony to
Macro Algae, i.e. seaweed.
According to the industry, Algae can be
harvested and refined into bio fuel. The
protein and carbohydrates can also be
used for human and animal food and other
chemical and pharmaceutical products too.
Algae is a more resilient crop and can be
grown in places that traditional plants fail to

thrive. They actually reduces CO2 in the
same way trees do. They are part of the
balance of nature.
Green sludge may not sound overly
appetising, but there is another food
source that may help us all - Insects.
They might not be to everyone’s taste
either but insects could well be the Sunday
Roast of the future. Another UN report from
this year “Edible Insects - Future Prospects
for food and feed security” points out that
2 billion people in the world already
supplement their diet with insects.
With over 1,900 different types commonly
eaten, there is certainly a large menu to
try. Insects offer high fat, protein and fibre
content, though that varies depending on
the type of insect. They can also be raised
on “organic side streams”. i.e. Animal and
human waste. (To quote Candy Crush
“Tasty!!”). Insects are far more stackable than
cows or sheep. Obviously they are smaller in
size but the environments or vats to cultivate
them offer high rise farming opportunities.
In case you are thinking that insects are
just a filler in the food chain, one of the
worlds best restaurants Noma created a
pop-up food experience at Claridges, London
in 2012. On the menu was a dish called
“Ants”. Over 27,000 ants were caught in
the wild and shipped over from Denmark.
They formed part of a cabbage leaf dish
dressed with creme fraiche. The diners
chewed the ants, still alive. Apparently this
released a slightly stinging taste as the ant

defended themselves. So insects are Michelin
starred after all and I’m sure it won’t be long
before we see a celebrity chef cooking some
caterpillars.

A Pizza in 30 mins
or your money back
I have written and talked a lot about 3d
printers before (see Flush #3), but just a few
weeks ago NASA announced a $125,000
grant to an Austin, Texas company
SMRC to create a prototype
food synthesiser.
Using the
concepts of rapid
fabrication to layer
nutritious, tasty and
visually appealing
pizzas from raw
parts. It is a relatively
small grant but does
indicate a direction for food

production. NASA is obviously interested in
the long term needs of astronauts in space.
At the moment most space food is really just
army ration packs. You can buy “space food”
which is freeze dried at -40c and comes in a
little pouch, you can even get an ice cream
sandwich (see pic). In a recent interview
with Danny Baker, Piers Sellers a Britishborn astronaut talked in part about how
disappointing the food in space can be and
the trading that goes on between Russian and
US groups to get a different set of rations up
in space.
At the moment printers are
going to be just assembling
layers of existing
materials but
we can assume
that over time
we’ll get to ones
that manipulate
matter at a lower
molecular level. This
of course will be like realtime genetic modification. So we

will once again have some worrying/exciting
scientific and moral dilemmas to deal with.
It may just be that taking the raw materials
from simpler supplies like algae and insects we
can still produce interesting and stimulating
recipes but on a 3d printer. Whatever the
future holds it will change what recipe books
are forever and should certainly need a new
rating criteria from Michelin.

Ian Hughes is part of the ‘Cool stuff
Collective’ on ITV and on Twitter
@epredator.
The future can be found on his website
www.feedingedge.Co.uk
Further reading
www.aquabounty.com - Salmon
www.allaboutalgae.com/faq/ - Algae
https://audioboo.fm/boos/1112274danny-baker-s-spaceman-interview Piers
Sellers Space food interview

Modern Technology Fables

BY IAN ‘EPREDATOR’ HUGHES

Carp(e) Diem

A fable is a story or example that
often seems like unrelated to the
end outcome. It is, in systems and
technology terms, a ‘pattern’. Humans
understand patterns really well. However
sometimes other details get in the way.
IE “You can’t see the wood for the trees”.
I wanted to explore how we end up
with the various pieces of technology
in our lives at home and at work. How
sometimes we add the wrong things, or
why we remove one thing just to replace
it with the another set of problems.
From Koi carp to the Xbox One in a
Parkour style free run of ideas. So here
goes.

too big and scary, too different to get to
grips with. Why change when something
we already have is perfectly good. “It
is the way we have always done it”. In
the case of the pond of course there
was not a option. It was there, it needed
dealing with. Science and technology
head on.
Ponds and fish tanks have a natural
cycle they have to go through.
Regardless of the technology involved
it is just the plain beauty of nature. The
Nitrogen cycle has to happen. It is a
pattern that will occur. A sequence of
events that can be helped or hindered
by our intervention with various types of
technology.

It works, Naturally

■

We recently moved house and with the
new place we inherited the previous
owners Koi carp pond. Some large and
old fish inhabit this pond. People usually
see, or hear about them, and say “Oh
they are worth a bit of money”. That
may well be the case but I was more
concerned about how to maintain their
eco system.
I looked at this 12,000L of water
with a pump, an ultraviolet pre filter
and a bath size filtration system and
it intimidated me. It was a blend of
modern technology, plumbing and
a natural system. I have an aquarium
already, it has fish and a filtration
system, I know how that works. Somehow
my initial reaction to the scale of the
pond and the age of the Koi blinded
me from the obvious. It is the same sort
of system just bigger. Like a repeating
pattern in a fractal rendition. The same
pattern just a different scale.
It struck me that this is how many
people look at any new technology that
comes their way. Often they will see it is

Decay. Things rot away, waste from
the fish, uneaten food. This produces
Ammonia.
■ Ammonia is consumed by a
bacterium called Nitrosomonas. This
creates Nitrite.
■ Nitrate is then consumed by bacteria
called Nitrobacter, release Nitrate.
■ Nitrate feeds the plants.
The two steps in the middle, the
Ammonia and Nitrate are not good
for the fish. Filtration systems help
harbour the good bacteria that make
the conversions. A regular aquarium
tends to have a small collection of tiny
ceramic tubes as part of the filter that
have a relatively large surface area for
the bacteria to live and feed on. The
Koi pond has a giant bucket of plastic
tubes that has the same effect. This was
my first fractal pattern match. They may
be bigger, and more of them, but it is
the same as something I already know.
There are all sorts of chemicals and
additives that you can buy for an
aquarium to help the lifecycle or deal

Modern Technology Fables
with particular spikes in parts 2 or 3.
Generally though just leaving it to
it, with some minor maintenance
will keep it all in check. You reduce
decay by having less fish, less food
and healthy plants, which of course
get more healthy with a good Nitrogen
cycle.

Bale Out

Unfortunately the pond has good plants
and bad plants. They all feed off the
same Nitrate. In this case lily pads good,
blanket weed bad. The blanket weed
has a nasty habit of growing, spreading
and then blocking the filters and pumps.
This of course eventually will stop the
cycle, without regular intervention and
maintenance.
So we have a virtuous cycle well
established and something trying to put
an organic spanner in the works.
My first reaction was to get the pond
stripped down cleaned and refilled to
remove the weed. That of course is a
very silly idea. It destroys everything that
is working so hard across the system. It
is starting from scratch and the entire
cycle, with all its spikes and troughs has
to begin again. A new version of the
same system, with the same inherent
problems.
Next I looked for a modern solution.
The various potions and chemicals that
might help deal with the weed. These
all looked interesting but very expensive
for an experiment that may end up
harming the system I am trying to keep
in check. It turns out though that a much
older technology is the most useful.
Aside from manual effort to keep the
weed at bay it seems a way to slow
the weed and any algae growth is to
use small bales of barley straw soaking
(and rotting) away in the pond. To a

technologist like myself this solution
seems old fashioned, surely a rotting
hay bale is not the solution? However,
whilst the scientific proof may not be
conclusive, there is a lot of anecdotal
evidence that this extra decay in the
Nitrogen cycle seems to halt the bad
stuff. Elements of the rotting barley hay
absorb sunlight and a mini system of
reactions end up creating Hydrogen
Peroxide in small amounts that kill the
algae and weed.
I have yet to see if this will work for
our pond. It is a change that takes
time, and also still requires lots of
manual work. However it would seem
that a small tweak, a minor addition
to the system is a lot more effective
than a knock it down and start again
approach.

given time and justify the contents of,
yet no one knows why they exist at all.
It is the sort of artefact generated in a
system that no one has stepped back
and looked at.

Call me maybe?

Step Back and Fractal Zoom

If you step back and look at a thing
that you do at work or at home you can
take a systems view of it all. Do not worry
about the detail of a particular task and
ask yourself, your colleagues or your
family, why are we doing this? Is there
an absolutely rigid cycle that has to
happen (like the Nitrogen Cycle, night
and day, gravity etc). If so can we add
or take away something that will make it
just a bit easier for everyone?
Or have we started to do something
that is on the whole just for the sake of
it? It is masquerading as a thing that
needs to be done, “the way we have
always done it”? If you haven’t seen film
Office Space I suggest you have a look
at that. The infamous “TPS reports” that
everyone is asked to do, complete in a

Many people know will not
remember using an old
telephone dial, though still
the image of a round dial
with a finger hole for each
number still resonates with
many. The telephone
number, a unique
address for an electrical
signal to be routed too
was revolutionised by the mechanical
telephone exchange. The Strowger
switches in banks at the telephone
exchange (pre digital technology)
acted like a gear that turned to connect
numbers. Number 1 was at the top of
the gearing, so it connected with little
rotation. Number 9 was at the end of
the gearing so it took a much longer
time to mechanically engage, click,
click, click. The dial on the phone at
the human end was deliberately slow
in returning to the next number dial
position with a mechanical delay in
order to allow the Strowger switch to
engage. The system changed the way
we were able to operate. We had to
be slowed down to allow it to catch up.
Imagine if we had persisted with the dial
and its mechanical delay well into the
digital age? Just because “it was the
way we had always done it”?

Where are my keys?

Strangely though we have managed
to keep a mechanical restriction in

Modern Technology Fables
other devices despite it seemingly not
needing to be there. We do that with
our computer keyboards, and even
those keyboards on touchpad screens
with no moving parts at all. The QWERTY
keyboard layout has become a “way
we have always done it”, for typing
words. The layout is a very clever one
as it is derived from the need to spread
out the letters commonly used in a
language (in this case English) so that
the striking hammers of the original
typewriters had time to make contact
and return and not jam by colliding with
another letter. If you have used an old
typewriter you will know the frustration of
hammer jams. If you have not, you will
have experienced the same frustration

on a computer keyboard where some of
the keys are not working quite properly,
probably due to coffee being spilt at
point. You have to press just a bit harder
to get it to work.
We have adjusted to the mechanical
problem as users. It turns out the layout
works well in reverse. we used to be
stopping mechanical jams of the
technology. Now the technology is
faster than we are the QWERTY keyboard
is actually stopping our fingers from
jamming into one another it would
seem.
Where does that take us? Technology
enforcing restrictions and systems that
just need a tweak?

DRM or DUMB?

So here we are at the end of the free
run. The Xbox One. The latest and
greatest console from Microsoft. I am a
gamer, I love my Xbox 360, I have the
other consoles but the 360 gets my vote
for all sorts of reasons. The experience,
unlike many other Microsoft ones, has
been very smooth. Yes, ok there were
a few massive hardware collapses
with the red ring of death but that can
happen! The online experience with the
360 has been particularly good.
Updates and patches have
been optional, and generally
small. Downloadable content,
new games, demos etc all
very accessible. I buy
a lot of games and I
am happy to lend
friends games
for a while too. It
has all been very
pleasant.
Then came the Xbox
One announcements. These
have of course changed since,

but I was completely amazed at how
drastic Microsoft got with the whole
online digital rights management (DRM)
debacle. They showed us the new box,
the fancy Kinect 2.0 and some great
game demos. They then confirmed that
your new Xbox One had to connect
to their servers once every 24 hours
in order for your games to work, the
games that you had bought and paid
a considerable sum for? That may have
been wrapped up and sweetened with
lots of other cloud and server based
game features but somehow it just
seemed completely over the top. This
was a Strowger switch pattern, stopping
us doing what we do for the benefit
of the technology (in this case DRM).
Obviously you have to connect to the
net to play a game online, but it was
mad to require that for everything all
the time, just to be spyed on. They had
taken a perfectly good system, one
that many of us enjoyed (and paid for)
and thrown it out in favour of something
that they considered was better (for
them and the publishers). In a mass
gamer outcry about used ames, sharing
games, and just a generally snooping
and controlling factor, Microsoft made a
massive turn around. Well it was a less of
a turn around than ending back where
they should have started from. It seems
though they have not found their Barley
hay bale solution yet. They were about
to clean out the pond and kill some of
the fish, but now they are leaving well
alone. That does seem to remove the
feature of a central list of the things you

own so you can play them anywhere?
I am not sure why they can’t do that
as a slight amendment to the system,
and opt in. I don’t want to have to
check with them every day if I can
still play a game, but if I am playing
a game online, surely they know that
it is me? If I go to a friends house
and download my profile (as we can
today) I have, by the very nature of the
connection, attached willingly to the
network?
Apple manage this with iTunes
match. A service that knows what you
have bought and lets you stream or
download to devices that you log into
once. It is really quite simple. Yet once I
download to a device, like an old iPod
I don’t have to check back with big
brother each time I play a track.
I still can’t work out if Microsoft really
meant this, or if it was a PR stunt. Say
something draconian, if it goes down
well fine go ahead anyway (sniggering
and ringing hands with glee), if not then
reverse it and say “hey we are listening”.
Or if it was just plain stupid, not looking
at the entire system and focussing on
a detail that was of no importance, just
because they could.
I am looking forward to the new wave
of consoles. I like consoles and I like
games and after all “it’s the way we
have always done it”..... Doh!
Ian writes about the future on his
website www.feedingedge.co.uk,
you can also follow him on
Twitter @epredator
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The Pathfinder
reduced any
landing damage
as they hurtled
to the Martian
surface with
Vectran fabric
airbags.

ICE ICE BABY
Technology is usually connected to how
we entertain ourselves. It is only through
the application of technology that we
would have an Ice Rink in our local town
working and busy at the height of one
of the hottest summers the UK has seen.
We visited early one morning at the start
of the school holidays, it was misty, quiet
and very spooky inside. Next time on a
regular Saturday afternoon it was more
lively and vibrant. Somehow, whilst not
even moving my wife’s skates went from
under her and she was down on the ice

with a bump and our next stop was the
A&E department of our local hospital.
After a few hours in queues and waiting
rooms, x-rays and some injections they
pushed the broken wrist back into place
and set it in a good old-fashioned plaster
of paris style cast.
We then had to return the next day
where the specialist decided that it
needed to be reset under a general
anesthetic so she had to spend a night in
hospital and ended up with a brand new
old-fashioned plaster of paris cast. All
very unpleasant, but it could have been
a lot worse. The 6+ weeks of being in the
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on thin
cast proved very inconvenient too. So
what could have stopped such a simple
accident from happening? Apart from
not going ice skating of course! Wrist
guards are an obvious thing to use, and
I would recommend them for all skating/
boarding sports.

Alpinestars Tech Air
Race suit inflates
in 50 milliseconds
before a rider hits
anything solid.

ALL A LOAD OF HOT AIR

However it may well be that airbags are the
answer. Or at least they may be in the future.
We are used to the concept of an airbag in a
car protecting the occupants by rapidly and
explosively inflating when an accelerometer
detects dangerous changes.
What happens if you put the airbag
on the person though? The first I noticed
were on the MotoGP bike riders. The
investigation and use of them started
around 2001 and the technology and
sensing has been improved over the
years. Marc Marquez recently survived a
210 Mph crash. This was in no small part
because of his Alpinestars Tech Air Race
www.alpinestars.com suit which inflated
in 50 milliseconds before he hit anything
solid at Mugello. This spread the impact
and reduced his injuries so that he was
able to continue racing that weekend.
This approach of multiple sensors
detecting a situation and acting is
already rippling down to products in
the marketplace aimed at somewhat
less speedy pastimes, but none the less
dangerous ones.
Whilst this is starting to get a bit like
the foam filled car crash protection in
Stallone’s film Demolition Man (and what
were those three shells for anyway?) we
are getting to the point of being able

to completely protect a large area with
an air bag. The Mars Rover (and before
that the Pathfinder) reduced any landing
damage as they hurtled to the Martian
surface with Vectran fabric airbags.
Vectran is twice as strong as Kevlar and
works better in the cold temperatures of
space.

FASHION VICTIM

Closer to home Hovding have created a
designer airbag crash helmet for cyclists.
The interesting part of this helmet is that
when it is not being an airbag crash

SKATING
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SAFETY MEETS THR

helmet it’s a stylish item of
neckwear. It only becomes
a crash helmet when
it detects the cyclist
is falling and due
to to hit something.
At which point it
explodes into a large
science fiction looking air
spaceman’s helmet. It creates a
protection point for the entire head
and chin unlike most bike helmets that
protect just the temples and top of the
head.

SNOWED UNDER

Getting back to more wintery conditions
airbags are starting to be used as
avalanche protection too. These tend
to be ones that the wearers pull on to
inflate when they are in a risky position, or
even already caught in an avalanche.
The airbag in this case protects the
persons head and neck from the weight
of the snow and gives some space to
breathe, but they also help float the
person to the surface of the snowfall for
rescue or escape.

SKATING ON THIN
ICE CREAM
We don’t yet seem to have inflating
gloves that would have protected my
wife’s wrist but I did wonder if we could
have an ice rink that was solid to
skate on but soft when you fell over. It
needs the opposite of the properties
of corn starch or Oobleck. They
are soft until you apply force then
they display their non Newtonian
properties and become rock hard.
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It appears there are such substances in
principle that are harder at rest then soft
when force is applied. Shear thinning
or pseudoplastics alter their thickness
in these conditions. Strangely canned
whipped cream is one of these. We
used a lot of whipped cream on The
Cool Stuff Collective as I often had
to “custard pie” willing participants
in a slapstick style. As the cream is
forced through a nozzle it sheers
and it becomes more liquid like, it
then reforms on the plate and holds
structurally.
Of course it deforms again very quickly
when applied to a face, and tends to
splatter everywhere.
So could the good old fashioned
custard pie be the answer for a new
type of ice rink? One that takes the
apparently comedic falls and deforms
gently around the persons body? That
may be a step too far for science and
for fun of course. One of the reasons
we do these things is because they
have an element of risk. Would being
too safe spoil the fun?
For now I think we should stick to wrist
guards don’t you?

Additional reading
www.alpinestars.com
www.hovding.com
www.livescience.com/21536-oobleck-recipe.html
Ian writes about the future on his website:
www.feedingedge.co.uk, you can also follow
him on Twitter @epredator
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TO
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Want to
make a
Christmas
Number
one?

Ian Hughes/Epredator/
Feeding Edge Ltd

Make some noise

When I was 8 years old we had a (now rare) piece of
technology at home called a reel-to-reel tape player. For
those of you who have never seen such an archaic piece of
equipment it contained two large open spools and a small
magnetic tape wound around the spools. A motor unwinds one
spool to the other whilst passing it over a magnetic head. That
picks up the minor magnetic differences on the tape, passes it
to an amplifier and sounds come out. Simple. I was fascinated
by it, and in particular by its mechanical interface.
Gears and motors were controlled by push and pulling levers
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that gave a very satisfying clunk when
pushed into position. Very different to the
smooth touch interfaces we have today.
It allowed you to play back shop bought
tapes, but you could record things onto
tape too. It gave me the opportunity to
make some interesting electronic noises
at a very early age. My friend Jamie and
I decided to record an improvised Sci-Fi
play, inspired having watched Star Trek.
We would record the dialogue onto the
tape, passing a microphone between
us and have regular clunky pauses (as it
takes a fraction of a second to reach the
gear lever and for the motors to stop). We
soon found the neutral selection which
then meant you could manually rewind a
a few centimetres of tape to cut out the
mistakes or end of conversation delay,
mistakes etc. We didn’t realise it but we
were actually doing live inline editing.
Then we hit upon the idea of making
a pinging laser noise by making a sound
into the microphone and manually
spooling the tape past the recording
head by hand whilst making a noise into
the microphone. Generally this made
an awful noise as we made the mistake
of trying to spool slowly to capture the
sound, which meant when we played
the quick laser zap noise. it turned out to
be using way more tape and became a
slow droning electrocution sound instead.
Still we had our live editing technique
to have another go and author the
right sound. Above all it was great fun.
We lacked the ability to make proper
music so we just sung weird sounds as a
“modern” theme tune too.

All that scratching
is making me itch
We had ‘records’ too of course, vinyl
platters that spin under a small needle
that picks up the variations in the pattern
imprinted on it and made pleasing noises
(or otherwise for parents in the age of
Punk in 1977). I remember hearing about
a new fangled way to make music
using existing records
on a BBC news report.
A very posh accented
news reader tried to
communicate how
people in America
where using a new
technique to create
new sounds using
existing vinyl called
“scratching”. Strangely
they didn’t play any,
or if they did it did not
sink in at the time. My

brain jumped to a completely wrong
conclusion about what this was. My
assumption was totally based on how
I was using the reel to reel to make
sounds. It was possible with the tape to
wipe areas, to record over new layers, to
mix sounds live and end up with finished
result. I somehow thought scratching

meant a read/write vinyl surface. So
you pushed down on the record and
changed it live and left it physically
changed just like my tapes.
Oh, how I was wrong. The vinyl and
its mechanics, the physical nature of
the medium meant it could become a
live performance instrument. Far more
exciting than just being able edit in the
studio. It has also become a cornerstone
of popular culture. Once I found out
(that didn’t take long once I thought
about it) I also realised I should not
make assumptions on new technology
and trends based solely on how I think it
should work.
Next along the line for me was being
able to use cassette tapes and a record
player in the very popular tower systems
we had in the 80’s. I never managed to
get the 2 decks that has become the
DJ’s main instrument but I did get to play
around with scratching and cutting a
little bit.
Taking a vinyl record and using the
pause and record on the tape deck to
change what we had been given by
an artist and have some fun with it. Not
having the internet though these were
very insular experiences with just tolerant
close friends getting to hear it.
My favourite creation was based on
Roland Rat, Rat Rapping. I was aiming
for a Paul Hardcastle “19” effect, I was
close (in my mind anyway). Whilst my
obviously “wonderful” remix is long lost
the original Rat Rapping can be found
online. Go take a look, and remember
rap was still new to everyone and kids
TV is there to mess around with popular
culture too. That was the 80’s folks! If only
I had Soundcloud then to save that tape
for posterity.
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Now! That’s what I
nearly call music
Synthesizers were all the rage in the 80’s
too. Suddenly electronic generated
music and instruments became very
affordable. Having things like a keyboard
that could simply record a sound and
play it back at different pitches was really
exciting. Also home computers opened
up a whole new way to make sounds.
Editing software was very basic but you
could, if you were a programmer (which I

am/was) write
a specific
program to play a
tune. I did a version of
Elvis’ Wooden Heart
complete with words
and graphics on
the C64. (Not very
Punk but I had
the sheet music for
some reason and I was a
Rockabilly)
One particular application that
stuck in my mind that I really enjoyed
was not so much an edit suite but a
live performance tool on the Amiga
(Commodore’s computer that came
after the Vic 20 and Commodore 64
in the late 1980’s). It was called Instant
Music. You can see the title is attractive
to a would-be, but not quite musician
with an interest in computers. The
program (I nearly said App!) played
tunes in a sequencer style. Notes were
dots on a grid that passed by various
instruments. The clever piece was
that you used the mouse as an
instrument. Moving the mouse
up and down played higher
and lower notes. This was a very
analogue feel in a digital age,
taking me back to my reel-to-reel
experiences.
The very cool bit though was
you could get it to only play the
notes that were in tune with the
music and the key that it was
being played in. Certain notes
fit with certain tunes. Even
without much musical
interest most people

will hear or feel
discord in music.
It was a very rewarding
experience, and felt very live.
It allowed musical expression in a
genre straight away. It was instant, but
of course it makes you appreciate
those real musicians that can just do
things, chose the right notes themselves.
Nothing replaces that.

my iPhone. There are
lots of similar apps
but this one attracted
my attention. It lets you
take any tunes from your
library and load them up.
Having loaded one you
can pick a second tune, but
it will process the tune and
work out the speed or beat of
the song. It then lets you play
one song and fade and mix into
the other blending the two but
they sound the same pitch and
speed. It is very subtlety making
these changes. You get to isolate
parts of a tune and keep them
looping letting the other track
advance. There are a stack of other
things you can do but this took me back
to the creativity of the reel to reel. It is a
live inline editing. Of course now having
recorded something you can share it with
the world. So my mash op Will.i.am’s Bang
Bang and Robbie Williams and Dizzie
Rascal I Believe called “Bang, I Believe in
Mash” made it onto Soundcloud.

Mix it up,
Edit it Down

Zip forward to present
day. We have some
utterly amazing pieces
of technology to help us
enjoy music and musical
creation. I am by no means
a musician, it is something
that I still aspire to. Some of
the things that are available
now are a joy to tinker with
though. It is probably as far
as I will get, but who knows
there may be a way to write
a christmas number one or
get in the charts after all.
I recently installed Tracktor
DJ “Touch the Groove” on
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Perfect Isolation

When it comes to editing performed
music there is another amazing
application, that I have only really
tinkered with the demo of. It is called
Melodyne made by Celemony. One
of the key things this can do is some
very clever mathematics and software
engineering. It is able to look into a
complex piece of already recorded
music, with multiple instruments and
sounds and isolate individual parts and
notes. You can literally reach into a tune
and move a single note. Most editing
software is about the original source,
each track is recorded separately, it
may have even been recorded digitally.
That makes it easy to adjust and remix.
However an already recorded and mixed
piece of music is like mixing multiple
colours of plasticine together. You
never get back to the pure colours you

started with. Melodyne does the musical
equivalent of reaching into the streaky
coloured mess and let you adjust and
edit it. Reflecting back on my reel to reel
editing this sort thing would have been
an fantastic addition to play with. Once
a couple of sounds are mixed on tape
thats it. No going back! You can only add
or completely wipe it and start again.

Now Rock it out!

Finally though, the pinnacle of software
and music for me is the latest edition of
Rocksmith. It is called Rocksmith 2014,
it’s Rockband and Guitar Hero taken one
step further. Plug your real electric guitar
via USB into the console or the laptop and
the real version of real tunes present their
notes to you scrolling past. You play the
right notes and it detects you are getting
good and adds more notes, levelling you
up. It is a fantastic, fluid and dynamic
learning experience for specific tunes.
The real star for me though is what is
called Session Mode. I cannot understate
how brilliantly cool this is. (Ubisoft are not
paying me to say that either!). In Session

Mode you pick from a wide variety of
instruments and styles it then shows you
your scale on screen. i.e. the notes
that work and will sound in tune quite
like Instant Music did back in the 80’s.
The band are completely silent to start
off with. You then place you fingers on
strings, push down on the frets and strike
the strings. As you do the band start to
join in. This is not just a static backing
track triggered by you starting to play.
Each instrument and player in the band
responds to how you play. Loud and fast,
they join in loud and fast, slow and quiet
likewise. They also throw in their own little
improvisations. For the would-be musician
in me this pretty much passes a melodic
version of the Turing test. If a conversation
with a computer cannot be told apart
from a conversation with a human
then an artificial intelligence has been
created.
This feels like a real band. Here the
music is of course domain specific, there
are parameters. There are going to be
ways to break it and confuse it. However
for me it is almost witchcraft. It removes
my tech brain in favour of a blues/rock/
indie/jazz guitar player brain. It lets me
experiment with music, get completely
immersed, to play a real live instrument. I
have learned an awful lot in a very short

time about what works, what goes, what
doesn’t. Names of scales and musicology
that would never normally come across.
I have gone from ‘Reel’ to ‘Real’. So now
can I go and create a christmas number
one? Probably have to wait until next year
for that!

More Info: RockSmith
http://rocksmith.ubi.com
Celemony/Melodyne:
www.celemony.com/cms
Tracktor: www.native-instruments.com
and… Rat Rapping - Roland Rat:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTOajyzvIjE
Ian Hughes is on twitter @epredator
The future can be found on his website
www.feedingedge.co.uk

SECRET
A
ON WHOSE SIDE?
by Ian Hughes/Epredator

James Bond has always been
a fantastic near-science fiction
reference for the use of technology
in surveillance. Tracking the bad
guys, showing early radio transmitters
that detect direction and position,
communications technology and
wearable computing all feature
heavily in the movies.
In ‘Live and Let Die’ and ‘The Man
with the Golden Gun’, tobacco
chewing southern state Sheriff J.W.
Pepper was famous for saying those
profound words “Secret Agent? On
whose side?”
Recent revelations about the levels

of potential surveillance by large
government funded organisations
have caused quite a stir but it’s
almost impossible to say what is
right and what is wrong. Do we have
the right to counter measures to
such technology, beyond any legal
protection we have?

TURN ON THE TAPS
Many films and TV shows feature the
tense scenes where a phone call is
traced to a particular place in the
world. Inevitably there is a time limit
between the call coming in, the

T AGENT?
wave of a hand to a technician to
“run a trace on this call” and the
person calling hanging up just before
the trace could be located. The time
limit to find the caller is arbitrary these
days and digital phone exchanges,
and mobile cells know what is where
almost instantly.
We now also have the same
principle for people trying to trace a
computer connected to a network
on the internet. With billions of devices
able to connect anywhere over
anything you would think it would
appear to be tricky to actually find
someone.
Not so. For two devices to connect
they need to know each another’s
‘address’. If the data can get back
and forth then so can a trace. You
can even try this yourself.
Using the simple computer line
command ‘traceroute’ or its variants
will show you all the hops that a
message takes over the internet to
get to a url or a device.
As a military invention, the internet
is designed to set up connections
across multiple routes and route
around failure after an attack. There
are lots of ways to block such traces
and hide locations. If you run a speed
test on your home broadband you will
often find it says you are somewhere
else in the country at the main hub
you are connected to.
Addresses can be masked and
spoofed too. Servers can block
incoming requests for traces and
pings. The main aim of that is to

WHEN SOMEONE
not give away
too much
READS YOUR DIGITAL
information
DATA ON THE WAY
to a potential
PAST, THERE IS NO
hacker. If
TELL TALE CLICK ON
hackers know
A TELEPHONE
your machine
RECEIVER TO WARN
location, and
YOU OF A TAP.
what its running
they have more
opportunity to apply
tools and techniques
to get into them (or even
just turn up at the actual physical
machine).
I think in general we accept that
the wiretap of a criminals phone
line, authorised by a suitable warrant
makes sense. In the movies it certainly
helps provide tension. The battle to
convince the judge or the Captain
that the surveillance is needed, and
then the physical act of clamping
wires onto phone lines or sneaking in
and placing bugs and transmitters in
locations all adds to the excitement.
How many times have you seen
a film hero turn on a tap to allow
the flowing water to muffle any
conversation? A low tech counter
measure anyone could use. These
days digital signals from wireless
devices broadcast everything into the
ether. Broadband information travels
through routers and hubs around the
world. When someone reads your
digital data on the way past, there
is no tell tale click on a telephone
receiver to warn you of a tap.
Potentially any agency or

organisation with enough influence
can pretty much access anything as
it passes by. We do of course have a
potential defence against that. Enter
‘Encrpytion’.

ENCRYPTION IS THE KEY
Data is just a series of 1’s and 0’s that
is not information until it is interpreted.
We’re used to SSL (Secure Sockets
Layer) and TSL(Transport Layer)
encryption, the little padlock that
appears on your browser when
you are engaging in a credit card
transaction online.
Cryptography is what originally kickstarted the computer revolution when
the mathematicians and engineer
code breakers at Bletchley Park in
World War II attempted to break into
the encrypted messages being sent
by the German army.
It caused Tommy Flowers and
Alan Turin et al. to build a number
crunching programmable computer
(Colossus) to rattle through thousands
of permutations of codes to find
holes in them to allow decoding.
Our SSL/TSL encoding and the way
keys are constructed keeps getting
bigger and stronger, using more
combinations to make things secret
and avoid the counter attack of
faster and faster computers able to
rip through the encryption algorithm.
For most people they will not have
the computer power to apply any
encryption techniques.
Some of them with current
technology would take longer than
the universe has existed to run the
computations to crack a code. The
obvious route for anyone trying to get

CRYPTOGRAPHY
IS WHAT
ORIGINALLY
KICK-STARTED THE
COMPUTER
REVOLUTION

at data is via some sort of backdoor.
One way is to have the equivalent
of a skeleton key for the algorithm, to
secretly mandate that in the standard
definition, and enforce that across all
the providers of services.
The other is to just get at the
information either end of the
transaction before and after is it
encrypted and decrypted. Direct
unfettered access to services
databases. After all, if you are looking
over someone’s shoulder you can
read what they read after all.

GETTING
SHIRTY

In the early 90’s,
with concerns that
anyone could be
the target of surveillance
and access to their personal
information would be compromised,
the computing community created
PGP (Pretty Good Privacy). This is a
coded algorithm that meant anyone
could encrypt, and then decrypt
information, sharing access keys with
who ever they chose.
It was a personal level of encryption
and included applying that to
the information on hard drives, or
wherever it was stored. It almost
instantly caused concern to some
Governments. Oppressive regimes
around the world saw that people
were using it for free communication.
However, being invented in the US,
for the US Government it constituted
a weaponised technology that was
illegal to export. PGP used 128 bits or
individual digits to form the key. That
offers 2^128 of possible keys which is
about 340000000000000000000000
000000000000000 combinations.
At the time the US defined
any encryption that was over 40
bits, i.e. 2^40 which is about
1000000000000 combinations of key,
was illegal to export software outside
the US. The smaller the key the easier
it is for a super computer to whizz
through all the combinations and
hack the encryption.
As you can see 40 bits is not much
more than a telephone number.
The inventor Zimmerman used an
inventive approach to bypass the
definition of software and remove the

electronic nature of it all by putting
the source code in a hardback book
and distributing it that way. The book
was not software, and books were not
part of the law.
This counter measure to the
restriction also led to a people putting
the core algorithm on t-shirts. It must
have been of great annoyance to
the powers that aimed to control
encryption through law that the law
itself was worded in a way that had
not considered such old fashioned
devices.

A MESSAGE IN A
MESSAGE IN A MESSAGE
The inventor of the peer to peer
file sharing system Bitorrent, Bram
Cohen is using another technique
called Steganography in his latest
invention.
The principle of this is to
hide information in plain
sight by adding the
HOW MANY
“secret” information to
PEOPLE DO
an existing message.
YOU NEED TO GAIN
You have to know a
AN INSIGHT INTO IN
message is hidden
ORDER TO PROTECT?
in another message
THE CURRENT
or picture/audio file
ANSWER WOULD
etc before even
trying to apply the
APPEAR TO BE
key to unlock it. He
EVERYONE AND
is
also applying a
EVERYTHING?
recursive process where
a message is hidden in
a message which is hidden
in message. The idea being if
you have to give a key away under
pressure there is no indication that
there are even more message. It
seems a valid countermeasure that
I am sure will cause concern for

those that have the need to see the
information.
We are back to considering who is
good and who is bad, who has the
right to see things and who doesn’t.
A moral minefield that is by no
means a black and white decision.
These are examples of, to use a
famous internet quote, “all control is
damage control”. Everything has a
countermeasure. It is clear though
that good guys and bad guys
now have access to considerable
compute power. Governments are
supposed to be there to protect their
people.
However how many people do
you need to gain an insight into in
order to protect? The current answer
would appear to be everyone and
everything?

MEET THE META DATA

If you were a government body
tasked with knowing what was
going on would you go to the effort
of sneaking around putting bugs
in places, tailing people in cars,
or would you instead grab their
electronic conversations, their emails,
websites, instant messages, voice,
GPS coordinates etc and look at
those in detail?
How would you know who to look at
first? The current responses to recent
revelations seem to be not about the
details but about the suitably generic
description of Meta Data. Meta
data is a fantastically amorphous
description for a level of detail that
is significantly less that the whole. We
tech-geeks tend to inject these sort of
terms onto the world.
If we translate this back to books, as
with the PGP story previously, a book

has a lot of detail in it. Before you get
to that detail you have some meta
data. A title, author and possibly an
abstract. In addition the book can
be classified in a genre, Fiction, NonFiction and within those in Science,
Horror, Crime etc. You could take a
glance at any bookshelf in a house
(itself a collection of visual meta
data) and see books in alphabetical
order, or randomly mixed up.
Another quick glance could tell you
the majority type of book, is this a
bookshelf of a philosopher, a scientist,
a photographer?
It is all meta data.
Pieces of unrelated data that
become information and insight
when you combine them in context.
However meta data can go deeper.
If you open a book you see an index,
chapter titles etc. That to is meta
data, but you have accessed the
book, opened it, engaged with it. You
could even skim read a few chapters
to form your own mental abstract of
the contents. Again that is meta data.
To hear that in order to undertake
surveillance just meta data is
collected and saved, on everyone,
everywhere appear to be the
use of doublespeak to cover all
eventualities. It is interesting that many
politicians are enraged at being

targets of such surveillance and data
gathering and yet the general public
are considered fair game and told
“if you are doing nothing wrong you
have nothing to fear”.
I wonder if the various country
leaders who have discovered they
have had they data harvested, or
meta data collected are told that
particular line? I suspect not. Of
course “wrong” and “fear” are like
meta data, re-definable. Your fears
may not be justified, equally the
definition of wrong may change to
encompass what you do or have
done.
Either way we know all agencies
and organisations that can collect
data and extract information from
you, will. We willingly give much of this
to social media companies in return
for free service to communicate and
share with the world. They in turn can
be hacked, either through illegal
means or through political pressure
and social engineering.

FOLLOW THOSE PIXELS

In environments like ‘Second Life’ it is
very easy to create new objects in
the world in a shared space. Those
objects might be a coloured box or
a complex shaped device. People
are logged in, gathered in a place or

space.
logged into places like Second Life
They are there live, together,
and World of Warcraft. It led the
talking texting and more importantly
science fiction write Charles Stross
moving and positioning themselves
to comment on his blog post (http://
via their avatar. You can ask a group
bit.ly/1bxq8Eg) that he now couldn’t
of people if they are with you over
write a new future science fiction third
voice, and then some may answer in part to Halting State as it was already
text “yes”, or others may simply move happening for real “Sometimes I wish
to stand with you, silently.
I’d stuck with the spaceships and
The data that is flowing, even
bug-eyed monsters. Realism in fiction
if interpreted and hacked it’s
is over-rated.” he said.
so abstract and has so many
combinations that unless you are
THINKING INSIDE
actually there at the time, or the
THE BOX
entire thing is recorded as a video
In many ways it seems fair game
rather than just the data, you will not
that transmission and mass storage
be able to follow the conversation
of data in the cloud will be an
context or its outcomes.
accessible resource for agencies and
During a particular period of time
hackers. Applying some degree of
in Second Life I was asked if I could
personal security makes sense. Using
pop over “secretly” to look at some
counter-measures, and the simplest
activity that may have caused some
one; just not sharing things that need
embarrassment or bad press.
to be secure.
I pointed out that I couldn’t just
Encrypting, but knowing that
turn up with my login/avatar and be
anyone with enough will, will crack
unrecognised.
the code is also a personal choice.
However to create a new account
and turn up would be an undercover You will notice I am a libertarian,
with a keen interest in emerging
operation and that would, be
technology and it’s
dishonest. So it was with a
benefits. I do not take
chuckle, (though it is is
a stance that this all
actual quite serious)
must happen, nor
that I saw reports
APPLYING SOME
a luddite view
that security
DEGREE OF
to avoid the
agencies
PERSONAL
SECURITY
technology.
were actually
MAKES
SENSE.
USING
Stopping those
taking these
COUNTER-MEASURES,
that seek to
environments
harm and steal
as valid places
AND THE SIMPLEST
is important,
to spy on
ONE; JUST NOT
but
not at the
individuals.
SHARING THINGS
expense of all
Reports
THAT NEED TO BE
other rights. A
indicate that
SECURE.
sneaking fear of
there were indeed
being implicated
secret agents

incorrectly based on flawed
intelligence or misunderstood
interpretation by an all controlling
state is an Orwellian future that we do
need to steer clear of. The book 1984
shows us what can happen in the
extreme.
Reports, are of a return to the old
principle of breaking into somewhere
and placing a bug. In this case
though it is installing hardware
and software into devices we use
as they are being shipped to us.
Or even more likely just building
the backdoor surveillance in the
fabric of the technology in the first
place. It does not bode well as we
approach a future with an Internet
of Things, billions of small devices
helping us, but also providing data
and information to others in secret.
Opening the box up and putting
something unseen, undetectable
inside is not very sporting at all!
Equally any backdoor has the

potential to be hacked itself and
used for the exact opposite reason
it was placed there. The internet, as
I mentioned before, routes around
failure. If it is attacked in one place
messages take another route. If the
machines and endpoints though are
hacked that becomes irrelevant.
We already have GPS location to
a very accurate level in most mobile
devices. Initially GPS for commercial
devices was deliberately scrambled
to be more inaccurate than the
military versions,
but it has become
Further reading
part of many of
Bletchley Park
our lives now. GPS
http://www.bletchleypark.org.uk
tells us exactly
where we are in
Second Life
the world, but also
http://secondlife.com
can tell others.
A little
Bram Cohen
extrapolation
http://bramcohen.com
to augmented
Great Bond Movies
humans, where
http://bit.ly/NsG6vS
we make a closer
connection
between technology and our bodies.
What is going to happen to those
devices if commercial interests
seek Digital Rights Management
of our eyeballs and governments
capture all our conversations and we
become walking CCTV?
Will we end up looking over our
very own shoulders and at the same
time sending what we know and
experience to people who want the
information? Foil hats at the ready
folks!
Ian Hughes is on twitter
@epredator
The future can be found on his
website www.feedingedge.co.uk

by Ian ‘Epredator’ Hughes
As in digital still images, the ability for anyone
to record moving images and sound has gone through a
revolution in the past few years. How we take them and how
we share them (wait let me take a #selfie). Yes! We’re in
the midst of a video revolution, a revolution we already
have the technology to support, one that requires almost
no effort. All you need is a press of a button and a
spark of creativity and inventiveness.

True Cut and Paste
In the 1970’s regular non movie/TV
people who wanted to capture films
used wind-up or battery operated cine
cameras using film based standard 8
and super 8 cartridges.
These (like the still images of the regular
cameras) were sent away for developing
to a chemist somewhere and then
returned as 3 minute spools of film that
you wound through a projector showing
the pictures onto a silver screen.
You pretty much got what you filmed,
editing was hard work and filming things
you didn’t need wasted some of that
precious 3 minutes.
That didn’t stop me trying editing of
course. We had a little hand powered
winder that allowed you to see each
frame of film. An edit involved marking
and cutting the precious original film,
then rejoining it to an equally clean cut
piece with transparent tape. The tape
had to line up correctly and allow the
sprocket holes in the film to still work.
Getting it wrong meant the film jamming,
and the projector build then melting
some of the precious frames.
Editing however meant I could make our
3 minute home-movies into 15 minutes
‘Blockbusters’. I tried to edit a selection of
childhood memories together when I was
14. It came out as a 15 minute epic, but
each reel was in the wrong chronological
order (making a fore runner to Benjamin
Button), I started older and got younger
as the film evolved.

Editing is a lousy process, bits of film
have to be trimmed and thrown away
so I never did edit it back the right way.
Another thing missing was the ability
to repeat film. With only one source
copying a scene for a home user was
almost impossible. So no slo-mo repeats
or funny falls or speedy bike rides.

Video Killed The Cine
Film Star
When we had the first video camera
revolution in the 80’s we all ended up
with camera’s and tapes (of differing
sizes and formats of course). The kit
that meant we could record without
sending away for developing. You could
also afford to record several versions of
something. If you could be bothered you
could also stream the tape output onto
a computer,using a video capture card
and attempt to edit away.
This needed a pretty high-end (i.e.
expensive) machine and a lot of time.
Having revisited some old video tapes
and tried this recently, it still does take
way too much time. Of course even if
you did edit things up, producing that
interesting holiday movie you still had
little chance to show it.

Again it didn’t stop me trying. We took a
Sony digital video camera out on Safari
(as in looking at animals not the Apple
web browser) during our honeymoon,
last century. My wife was in charge of
that whilst I had the old fashioned film
camera and zoom lens. There was a
lot of empty tape between the shots
of animals, capturing everything as
we drove across the
plains of Africa. When
we came home I
did an old fashioned
analogue edit. Playing
the video camera
output into a VHS
video recorder and
pausing the record as
a got to bits we didn’t
need. We ended up
with a decent enough
wildlife show. I used
the title text effects
that the video camera
could do to create the
animal descriptions
and place names.
I also added an
equivalent of a stop
motion animation
of the some of the
stills I had taken at
the end. Recording
several frames on the
video camera before
swapping photos.
That then was added
to the end of the VHS
recording. It took a while as you can
imagine. Once done I was able to run
off copies using tape to tape. Each step
lost some quality but that was the only

option we had really. It is pretty obvious
from the effort required to do anything
at all with this footage that most people
would not bother. Lots of people bought
and used video cameras, lots of footage
was shot, but most of it is still tucked away
on tapes, slowly degrading.

Going Live
Way back in 2007, a few of us tried to do
a mixed media event as part of our work
at Wimbledon tennis event. We used a
mix of the virtual world Second Life as a
way to be present with others, and had
people all around the world live in there.
We also broadcast the stream of the
virtual world for people who could not
get into the event. The event itself was
a player interview. It was using Ustream,
which was very new at the time.
This opens up a channel for people to log
into on the web and lets the producer of
the live show send a video stream from
a device or source. We mainly had a
video feed from the computer (showing
the virtual world camera view), but we
were also using live video fed into the
virtual world and occasionally my Nokia
N95 phone to stream live too to uStream.
It was, as they say, Transmedia. It took
a bit of thought, a little bit of technical
knowledge and the willingness of guests
to join in but it was pretty much a live TV
show with some important extra viewer
interactions. As with all these things if we,
as a few interested geeks, could pull
that off with home equipment and easy
access web resources then surely it would
follow that it would get easier, cheaper
and more likely everyone could do it a
few years on?

Cue Wobbly Video Fade
Dream Sequence...
So here we are in 2014 and a new age
of digital video content. Youtube is the
big player. There are countless stats
of how many videos are loaded, and
enjoyed on that site. It has led to the
creation of new stars in new genres too.
Stampylonghead is one such gaming
and Youtube star. His popularity has
grown dues to his use of Minecraft
(and some other gaming platforms)
as a place to make his shows. He has
tremendous appeal with kids and is now

at the forefront of a new educational
channel. I like to think I am up on popular
culture, on advances in technology, but
it was my own kids who told me about
Stampy. He applies traditional editing
techniques, spending time to craft his
videos, but produces content every day,
Games themselves provide a very good
source of video content, spectating
on other players games is becoming

an integral part
of the gaming
experience. Games
started to provide replays within the
games themselves a few years ago.
Standalone and multiplayer games all
were giving the ability to re-watch and
savour your experiences. Rather like
the cine and video camera example
though, this was only really for your own
edification. Once games and consoles
opened themselves to the social web,
sharing of game achievements and
of visuals started to explode. It has
become part of the infrastructure of the
latest consoles, the PS4 and the
Xbox One, to be able to capture
gameplay, record it and then
share it.
On an Xbox One you shout “Xbox
Record That” and any game you
are playing will save video of
the previous 30 seconds. These
clips stream via a service called
Upload and any of your friends,
or other people playing the
game can see your highlights.
Some games trigger the record
themselves when they consider
you have done something interesting,
worthy or daft. There is scope to edit
and to add a voice over or picture in
picture commentary to the clips. It does
not end there though! There are gaming
streaming services such as Twitch.tv
that for some time have provided the
infrastructure to broadcast games as
they happen. Players have their own
channels, you can dive in and watch
live with a meta chat room over the top

of the gameplay. This too is now
integrated with the latest patch
to Xbox One. Now you can say
“Xbox broadcast that” and all your
gaming output will be patched
to Twitch.TV and streamed to the
world. It is live, is it raw, it has a
huge number of users.
Just like like TV people are
working out how to produce
interesting shows, the good ones will be
in the minority, but it is democratising
broadcasting. For the game companies
it provides an incentive to keep the
games great and with lots of content.
The games are no longer just being seen
by the people with the right console or
who have bought the download. It is not
just a demo that you get to play, you

see the whole thing. It has also caused
the lawyers a few problems. There were
incidences of players videos being
issued ‘take down’ orders on Youtube
for breach of copyright. That was not
good for the game companies, despite
them being the content owners. This was
not piracy, this was people saying “look
at this, its great isn’t it, you should try it”
a.k.a. free advertising. Of course the bad
things get highlighted to, but that should
promote positive good design in games.

And Cut….
I would suggest it was probably Vine
that showed lots of people the potential
of more advanced video concepts,
specifically on mobile devices. All our
smartphones are great at capturing

video. Just point the Vine app at
something hold the button to record a
bit of movement, let go and point at
something else, hold to record again.
You have six seconds to play with. Most
people initially will just record a 6 second
loop of one thing. However, the ability
to stop the record, but then start with
something else introduces the concept
of editing and even of being able to
tell a story in 6 seconds. It is seat-ofthe-pants live editing, but with only 6
seconds invested it’s easy to start again.
The moment you finish the video loop is

up on the web and shared, you have an
audience for your near real-time editing.
A number of other video editing apps
are vying for our attention too. Directr,
MixBit and alike are trying to tap into
the creative process and be the next
big thing. Directr is about providing
storyboard templates and MixBit is about
creating and mixing with other peoples
videos to add to a conversation or story.
I’ve used iMovie on the Apple Mac a
lot to create storyboard based minimovies, just for fun. The trailer concept,
as with Directr, provides a template to
shoot something in a style. The pacing,
soundtrack and titles all fit that style. It
shows you the sort of shots you need to
fill the template. Action shot, pan shot,
single person, group etc. You can fill
those shots from footage you already
have or specifically record into the slots.
iMovie is now also on the iPhone and
it has become even easier to make
one of these. On a recent roadtrip in
the US I was taking a break from driving
and made a mini trailer, as a bit of fun,
for out 500 mile car journey. Later on
on a visit to Atlanta aquarium I made
another as I went around the exhibits, I
was taking pictures and shooting video
anyway as we all do. The Aquarium
provides very high speed wireless internet
to everyone. The video was uploaded as
soon as I had finished the final tweaks.
The simplicity to create, the freedom
to combine and then the technology
to instantly share,felt like the future had
arrived. The clunky-ness of 7 years ago,
trying Transmedia broadcasts had gone.

Lets Do Another Take

There is another interesting device on the
horizon that may tie in even more with
the original virtual world experience of
2007. Currently our video devices see the
world as a series of flat pictures. A film is
just pictures played one after the other.
Virtual worlds and video games render
those pictures, but from a set of digital
geometry. 3D models provide the source
material. Data that can be changed
and altered. Already we have devices
like Microsoft’s Kinect that can see a
room as a point cloud of data, known
the angle of a surface, the placing of
people in 3d space. These devices are
often fixed in place though, living room
devices. Google are working on a new
device called Project Tango. This mobile
phone style device doesn’t just have an
ordinary camera in place. It has a 3d
scanner, that in real-time can see the
geometry of the room or place it is in.
This means if we shoot video in the future,
the size, shape and place and people
involved in that event will be captured
as digital positional data too. This makes
it possible to start viewing things from
multiple angles or combine into game
environments and sets. it also makes it
possible to merge the visuals of the a
digital environment with a physical one
in very rich ways. It would be difficult to

Further Viewing
http://ustream.tv
http://eightbar.co.uk/2007/06/13/pushing-the-wimbledonbroadcasting-envelope-web-20-is-web-do
https://www.youtube.com/user/stampylonghead
http://www.twitch.tv
https://directr.co
https://mixbit.com
http://www.apple.com/uk/mac/imovie
https://www.youtube.com/user/vepredator/videos
https://www.google.com/atap/projecttango

not bet on Google matching this sensor
device with it’s display device Google
Glass. Other devices to view content like
Oculus Rift, Sony Morpheus and alike
need content to be produced in the
way that game content is. Just as when
you record video digitally you can do all
sorts of edits and creative processes, so if
you capture the entire geometry digitally
there is scope for interesting applications,
all of which can be shared live, or nearly
live online.

It’s a Wrap!
Like all social media people worry that
things that are put up are trivial, pointless,
somehow lacking in gravitas. However if
one thing you put up makes one person
not with you, a friend or family member,
smile or feel a bit more connected then
why not?
The current media companies need to
take note of a massive disruptive force
in their industry. The disruption may not
happen this week, but it is coming. There
is a lot to be said for a well produced
TV show, I was on one for 3 series with
The Cool Stuff Collective so I speak
with a bit of experience of the industry,
(though only a little). It takes time, effort

and money to produce TV. Lots of
commissioning politics and money from
sponsors and advertisers floats around.
Just watch the mockumentary series
W1A about the BBC to get a flavour of it
all. However now there is so much more
scope to interact with the audience, to
allow them into the content of the show.
New styles of program and entertainment
are forming, and adding to the wealth
of styles we have already. The simplicity
with which anyone can produce video
without any permissions, hardly any kit
and reach a global audience is very
exciting. I hope it also will help people
understand the effort that goes into
effortless looking quality production too.
As with all much of the emerging
technology we are all Makers now.

Ian can be found on
twitter @epredator
The future can be
found on his website
www.feedingedge.co.uk

R U intelligent
like what I am?
by Ian Hughes/epredator

Stop the Press!!
News reports and tweets claim a
major milestone in machine based
intelligence had just been passed.
The Holy Grail of the Turin test had
finally be beaten. Alan Turing is a
famous name in computer circles
(look out for the forthcoming movie
starring Benedict Cumberbatch).
He’s well known from his use of
revolutionary techniques during the
Second World War using computing
power (built by Tommy Flowers)
to help crack German codes at
Bletchley Park.

As a great
mathematician
and thinker he has
had a major impact on
how the general computing
devices we use today developed.
Much of what he wrote doesn’t
reach popular culture but most
great scientists have the scientific
equivalent of a comedy catchphrase
that cements them into the fabric of
society. Archimedes had “eureka” as
his bath overflowed, Newton had the
apple on the head incident, Einstein
has E=MC^2. For Alan Turing it must

R U intelligent
like what I am?
be the Turing Test.
That test, proposed by the great
man in 1950 was to see if a general
purpose conversational machine
could be made. A conversation with
this machine should not be able to
be told apart from a conversation
with a real person. He proposed that
this be done using text and onscreen
chat, obviously without any other
visual or audio clues to give the
game away. If it was not possible
to tell the difference, then a major
hurdle in artificial intelligence (AI)
development would be met. If you
cannot tell the difference during a
conversation between a machine
and person then we must have
reached proper AI?
To quote Douglas Adams
character Dirk Gently though “If it
looks like a duck and quacks like a
duck, we have at least to consider
the possibility that we have a small
aquatic bird of the family Anatidae
on our hands.”

L33t Speak?
We often covered this subject and
the deeper philosophical aspects of
Artificial Intelligence when I studied
this as part of my university course
(in the late 80’s). At that time it was
quite rare for the general population
to engage in text based chat.
We didn’t have SMS messages on
phones generally available either.
So in the 1950’s this was even more
far fetched and unknown. The
difficulty in the Turing test was getting
machines to understand the nuances
of language. Using typed text gave
us half a chance to build things as it
removed the sort of body language
and vocal intonation cues we feed

off as humans and channeled us
into a domain more suited to data
processing.
I’m not sure this was his aim, but
clearly it was making the job a bit
easier. It is and was a stepping stone.
What was probably not foreseen was
the way in which the rapid take up of
text based communication has led
to a change in language, a change
in the way we
indicate meaning.
The shortcuts and
shorthand we use
have evolved. We
have ourselves
codified some of our
emotions in short text
bursts. Emoticons
and LOL’s are there
to save us time on
the interfaces we
use and we have
adjusted ourselves
to the machines
and length of the
message. A test

to see if conversational text based
interaction with a 1950’s person at
the helm would be a much different
prospect to a 2014 digital native
engaging in social media chat. You
may be expecting a polite exchange
and full sentences more like a letter in
a 1950’s conversation. Today though,
a much more random and short
conversation would occur. “You just
got pwned!”
Or even worse l33t speak - “1 M
a Ar71F1C1al 1N73lL193nc3, And 1
JU57 pH00L3D J00”
So hearing the Turing test had
been passed during a competition
organised by the University of
Reading, I was intrigued to see that
it was described as a 13 Year Old
Ukranian boy who did not have
English as his first language. I was
then more surprised that in order to
pass the test you only have to fool
humans 30% of the time?
It seems that the program called
Eugene Goostman convinced
33% of the judges at a specially

organised event in snippets of 5
minute conversation. That’s 5 minutes
of text speak style conversation with
a 13 year old. I don’t know about you
but I am sure many parents would
wonder sometimes what of earth
their kids are saying in text speak.
Most of it may also seem not quite
the intelligent responses one would
expect from humans?
I couldn’t help thinking this was
gaming the system somewhat! I
was pleased to see a quote by Prof
Noel Sharkey, an expert in robotics
and AI, saying “It is indeed a great
achievement for Eugene. It was very
clever ruse to pretend to be a 13year-old Ukranian boy, which would
constrain the conversation. But these
competitions are really great to push
developments.”

Something you get the wrong
end of - What is a stick?
So the jury is out on whether the
Turing test has been passed or is
indeed a valid test now, given the
criteria. What is not in doubt is that
machine intelligence is advancing
very rapidly. Understanding context
and extrapolating meaning is a
very high order function that we as
humans are generally able to do.
We may misunderstand or apply a
different meaning to the one that
was intended but we do much more
than pattern match.
After all “Time flies like an arrow and
fruit flies like a banana.” This is classic
example of semantics and the
complication of language that takes
some clever processing to work out.
Here, IBM the company I worked for
from 1990 to 2009 come in.

R U intelligent
like what I am?
IBM have always pushed the
boundaries of computing power, it
may be creating one of the worlds
biggest supercomputers or topping
the league table with patents files
across the technology industry
(something I certainly helped
with). In 1997 a computer and
some software called Deep Blue
(possibly a contraction of Big Blue
which is IBM’s nickname and Deep
Thought the computer created in
Douglas Adam’s Hitchhikers Guide
to the Galaxy) beat the world
Chess Champion Gary Kasparov
in a 6 game match. Kasparov had
beaten the machine the previous
year. Chess is not a game of pure
logic, on the surface it appears it
is. The number if permutations of
outcomes and the ability to bluff
and counter bluff in situations make
it an interesting problem space.
Deep Blue was looking around 8
moves ahead, sometimes up to
20, running 200 million positions a
second according to public reports.
The deeper you can look ahead
the more confidence you can have

in a move, It appeared a random
erroneous move helped Deep Blue
luck out and made Kasparov think
he was playing a human or a an
intelligent being, just like a random
;) in a text message might do in a
Turing test. Computer power has
moved on since 1997, even in 2006
the software chess program called
Deep Fritz was running on a regular
PC looking at 8 million positions a
second but looking 18 moves ahead.
So you can see the
trajectory we are on for
processing power.
Next IBM turned its
attention to a different
domain. The US game
show Jeopardy. In this
show contestants are
given a clue and have
to answer with the
question. Clues like Regarding this device,
Archimedes said “Give
me a place to stand
on, and I will move
the earth”. In order to
answer this question

have seen fairly extreme differential
diagnosis based on quirky, risky and
very intelligent deductions by Hugh
Laurie’s Sherlock Holmes homage.
Yes that’s right… Sherlock Holmes and
Dr Watson, led to the TV show ‘House’,
a TV show led to IBM Watson that is
now acting like a real life House!

“I’m Sorry Dave I Cannot
Do That”

correctly you have to work out what
the meaning or the statement, know
the fact or be aware of the subject
and then come up with question
that would create this answer. In this
case “What is a lever?”. Sometimes
the clues are a play on words,
other times they are facts or math
problems. So IBM created Watson,
this time named after Thomas J
Watson IBM’s original CEO (or was
it?). In 2011 Watson managed to
win the $1million prize competing
against former human winners. It
still had trouble with clues that were
short and required bigger leaps of
the imagination but in general it won.
This seems even more important that
the general purpose conversation of
the Turing Test. The really interesting
point was that whilst Watson was
built for Jeopardy, just as Deep
Blue was built for chess, Watson is
actually a general purpose collection
of applications. It finds patterns
and assess probabilities based on
context. It was put straight into use
in aiding clinical decision making. If
you ever watched “House” you will

In science fiction we are often
reminded that machine intelligence
may decide that it knows what’s
good for us. Even worse it may
decide we are not good for it.
In 2001: A Space Odyssey the
ships AI decides it’s in charge.
HAL is the name of the system,
a great play on words, as HAL
is 1 letter away in each position
from IBM. The entire Terminator
series in based on Skynet
deciding to wipe us all out.
Skynet is not built as a sentient
machine. It was described as
a complex decision making
defence system. It became
sentient. There is a theory that
used to be at the boundary of
what was technically possible
that if you put enough simple
devices together they will start to
operate like the over 100 billion
neurons in the human brain
and suddenly reach a critical
mass and gain consciousness.
Some theories suggest we already
have that with the internet and all
the networked devices. They are
already a sentient being, one that is
so intelligent it doesn’t even bother
acknowledging our existence. Rather
like us trying to explain to a bacteria
who we are and what we do. It
gets more scary than this though.
Companies like IBM are already
building machines with billions of
simulated neurones,

R U intelligent
like what I am?
Be a Timelord (a rich one)
Sit down, relax and try this thought
experiment. Newcomb’s Paradox (Or
Newcomb’s problem).
A regular person (you) is playing a
game against a super intelligent
entity that says it can accurately
predict the future. The player is given
a choice based on two boxes.
The first box (A) is transparent and
contains £1000, the other is not.
The choice you make is based on
these rules. The player can take both
boxes or just the secret box (B). The
super intelligent future predicting
entity has decide what goes in box
B before the game starts. Hence
predicting what the player will do. If
the prediction is that the player will
take both boxes then nothing is in B.
If the prediction is only box B is taken
it will contain £1,000,000.
The entity is (almost) never wrong,
so we can maybe take that as the
fact that it will know what you will do.
Take both boxes and you will get
either £1,000 or £1m and $1000. Of
course the entity will have predicted
you would do that that so you will
only get £1,000 as it will leave B
empty. Unless you ignore its potential
for being correct in which case you
get the £1m too. B will only contain
£1m if the entity predicts you will take
just B. So take just B and risk it. If it is
always correct you will not loose. If it
predicts B it will put £1m in the box
for you. Still with me?
Timeless Decision Theory(TDT) takes
this a step further. The paradox of
taking both boxes or just B are based
on the fallibility of the infallible. So
one theory is just take box B. This uses
the idea that in order to become
infallible the entity, or maybe a super

artificial intelligence,
will need to work out
what you are going to
do. In order to do that it will
simulate, like Deep Blue did
with chess, all the possible options
based on what you might do. It
will do this in advance by actually
simulating you. So you, as the player,
may be an apparently sentient
simulation of yourself. So if you always
take box B then the simulation will
always yield the prediction that the
real you will take B and hence get
£1million. Remember you only get
the big win if the AI predicts you will
take B only. Once all the simulations
of you have made it highly likely the
AI will predict B every time then you
will get £1m. Phew !
All this is a long way from the
start of this article where Eugene
Goostman will have typed LOL in
short text message and confused
an onlooker who knew that meant
Lots of Laughs into thinking it was
real, or confused a prime minister
thinking it was Lots of Love and an
old friend. Thoughts that we are in
fact simulations ourselves seem
like science fiction. Yet science is
attempting to create sentient AI. At
some point you would have to think
the AI will wonder if it is a simulation
or real. If it reaches that point it is of
course real isn’t it?

Further Reading
Bletchley Park: www.bletchleypark.org.uk
Eugene Goostman: www.princetonai.com
Kasparov v Deep Blue: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=NJarxpYyoFI
Ian writes about the future on his website
www.feedingedge.co.uk
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Digital Snow

BY IAN HUGHES / EPREDATOR

In certain parts of the world indigenous people have
hundreds of words for snow. Those of us in rather less
snowy climates tend to view snow as something magical
or something we head to on a relatively expensive
activity holiday. Snow is a complicated and fascinating
part of life on this planet, it’s a change in state of an
essential element that keeps us alive. Therefore it makes
sense that when we can’t be somewhere snowy we like
to play and experience it and its activities anyway.

Scroll On

As a teenager I had a saturday job
as a shop assistant in W.H. Smith. It
was when we had the initial influential
wave of home computers with the ZX
Spectrum and the Commodore 64
(ask you Dad). You may just view W.H.
Smith as a newsagent or stationary
shop but at the time it also sold
typewriters, records and cassette
tapes. These new fangled computer
thingys had keyboards, so fitted with
the displays of typewriters and they
needed software that
came on tapes.
Being a fledgling techie I
ended up being the one
wheeled in if a customer
needed to hear some
geek speak. Nothing new
there then! One of the
popular games at the
time (1982) was Hungry
Horace Goes Skiing (left),

this was a follow up to Hungry Horace,
a Pac Man style maze game. The key
part of this Horace (who was a large
blue blob on legs) game was slalom
skiing.
Now, the machines were very low
power by todays standards and
game design was still in its infancy.
The entire screen was white with
snow and a few obstacles and
gates. Horace sat mid-screen and
the gates scrolled upwards towards
him simulating a slope. Pressing the
rubber keys you turned Horace and
he traversed left and right across the
screen through a series of gates. It
had that slightly out of control feel
of coming down a mountain but
the swoosh and swish of the skis was
mostly imagined by the player. It
wasn’t just skiing. There was a level

w

that had to be completed before
the skiing that involved trying to get
across the road with your skis dodging
traffic. It was basically Frogger, but it
did fit with that initial trudge to the ski
hire shop you get in most resorts.
I was inspired enough to go home
and try to build my own skiing game.
You quickly learn that just a few
simple parameters can make for an
interesting experience. Whilst this is a
2D experience the speed the gates
scroll up the screen are acting like
gravity and hence slope steepness.
The turning speed of the player on
skis can be made dependent on
the slope speed. This gives a very
analogue feel in a simple snow
experience. Aside from this gravity
drag there is actually very little
snow simulation.

Pick a
Particle, any
particle

The most notable next step in
simulated snow for me was
1080° Snowboarding (top right)
on the Nintendo 64 console.
This 1998 snowboarding
experience was a third
person, hurtling down
the mountain, pulling
tricks game. The N64 had
an analogue control stick
which allowed large fast
movements or small tweaks.
The mountain environments
were very well designed and
had a realistic feel and depth.
The most important factor though
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was the snow. If you carved a tight
fast turn a deep tracked curve was
drawn in the virtual snow. It was
accompanied by great sound
effects too. It felt like snow, it was still
a game not a simulation but it felt
great. Of course much of this was
graphical trickery and creativity. The
trail left in the snow would have been
an overlaid graphic not an actual
cut into the virtual snow. There was
often snow falling across the screen
too and this was also using a now
common programming trick.
Particle emission is a technique that
covers a whole range of gaming
effects and ways to combine
graphics and code into nice effects.
A particle emitter is a coding
element that is given a small graphic
or shape to define the particle and
then has a number of parameters
that determine how many copies
of the image are thrown onto the
screen. Are you still with me?
The parameters define how
long the particles are shown
before they disappear, and
if they move or fly around.
Using a game engine like
Unity 3D it is now relatively
easy to set up a puff of snow
particles that explode out as
a character walks on a snowy
surface, or generate a snow
storm on screen that blows
left or right. Generally particle
effects are a type of overlay
on the screen. The particles
are not really part of the world
they represent, though they
experience gravity. Using this
technique the snow particles
will not stick to surfaces or

interact with the environment. They
do provide a visual cue and make
an atmospheric statement that the
human eye understands. The closest
real world analogy is a firework. Each
firework explodes in the sky and the
small shards of burning material form
a pattern then fade away.

Board
Meetings

Games, as realtime simulators
of mountains and snow, have
continued to improve. We
have over the top styles such
as SSX. In SSX the snow has
even more graphical depth
than 1080° Snowboarding.
It certainly doesn’t focus on
simulation though as there
are superhero style flying
tricks and big air. Even more
particle effects are used with
the glowing trails that the
players leave behind as they
spin. When we first took the

family skiing and snowboarding my
7 year old son was a little nervous
about snowboarding because he
had only really experienced boarding
through the extremes of SSX. He was
much happier once I pointed out
we would NOT be jumping out of a
helicopter and attempting 200m
cliff somersaults at 90 mph. It could
be said the real thing, as a learner, is
probably more scary than that. It is a
very physical experience with a lot of
adrenalin generated from even the
most basic of manoeuvres.

Snow Business

One of the most interesting new
developments in snow based games
is suitably called SNOW. The aim of
this game is to provide a massively
multiplayer online mountain
experience. It started life as a crowd
funded Kickstarter project.
www.snowthegame.com
SNOW has great potential as it
exists in a post-Minecraft age where

people are used to shared online
virtual environments that they can
co-operatively modify. Aside from
the large ski anywhere approach
SNOW offers the ability to build with
the snow and alter the environment.
Building ramps and kickers to perform
real life stunts on and share with
other people. The game uses newer
techniques arriving in the games
industry and the current buzzwords
are ‘physically based rendering’.
This technique is to reduce the
graphic tricks needed to make things
seem real to a more simulated
approach that uses the power of
the processors in devices to actually
work things out based on how they
would behave in the real world. This
leads to more realistic experiences,
because its simulated, not drawn or
pre-generated. Still much of what we
see and interact with will be clever
techniques to give the appearance
of what we expect. e.g. SNOW is not
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simulating the entire depth of the
snow on a mountain, it is a surface
visual effect. It, and the other games,
have to run a lot of code to keep
things moving smoothly. Processor
speeds and graphics capabilities
have come a long way but still cant
simulate snow exactly… yet.

Let It Go, Let It Go

We get to see the sort of visuals we
can expect in the years to come in
realtime environments and games
by looking at what the film industry is
able to achieve. CGI films have the
benefit of minutes or even hours of
computational time per frame, unlike
a video game that has to deliver
a convincing frame every 50th of
second. The Disney film Frozen has
become a classic for many adults
and kids alike, you hear the
songs all the time everywhere
Particle
now. However the digital
simulation
simulation of the snow in
allows each
the film is very important
and is documented in an
small piece
academic paper.

of snow to
have a size
and shape
and velocity.

“A material point method
for snow simulation - Alexey
Stomakhin, Craig Schroeder,
Lawrence Chai, Joseph Teran,
Andrew Selle - 08/2013”. The
paper states that snow is difficult to
properly simulate as it is a mixture
of the both solid and liquid, both of
which have ways of being simulated
that are different. I was intrigued
and wanted to figure out what they
meant when they said they had
“a user- controllable elasto-plastic
constitutive model integrated
with a hybrid Eulerian/Lagrangian

Material Point Method. The method
is continuum based and its hybrid
nature allows us to use a regular
Cartesian grid to automate treatment
of self-collision and fracture.”
*The full paper can be read here:
https://disney-animation.s3.amazonaws.
com/uploads/production/publication_
asset/94/asset/SSCTS13_2.pdf
for those of you who like maths symbols.*

To summarise though, the key here
is to appreciate the complexity of
snow. It cannot be considered as
a simple solid particle. Snow is not
grains of sand. Each tiny piece of
snow itself will deform and change
shape and state based on what
happens around it. The paper shows
an approach that moves from
particles(Lagrangian) to grids(Eulerian)
and back to particles again in
working out what happens at each
discreet period of time or frame of
the animation. Particle simulation
allows each small piece of snow to
have a size and shape and velocity.
Grid systems allow for combined

cold snow will retain its ice shape
more than slightly melted snow. The
grid forces may be caused by the
same event, a snowball hitting a
wall, but the individual snow particles
can behave differently based on
the parameters set. This allows the
animators to define how they would
like they snow to behave, it gives it
character.

And Relax...
Fresh Tracks

forces to be applied and understand
the whole collection of snow and
surfaces in its environment. The
particles are individual processed
and evaluated. Then the grid
calculations are applied to find
combined forces, the method then
returns to particles and calculates
the deformation or altering of the
individual elements of snow. This
means a set of numeric parameters
define the entire simulation. e.g very

There are other ways to simulate snow
and mountains that do not involve
quite so much maths and provide
a more direct experience, one we
can feel. Indoor snow domes provide
real snow slopes and have make
their own snow. Snow machines
pass water vapour into front of a
cold air source which forms snow
crystals and cover the surface of the
indoor slope. Apparently, unlike an
atmospheric snowflake each of the
snow crystals formed indoors is pretty
much identical. Real snow forms at a
high altitude and each snowflake has
a journey through the atmosphere
that causes it to change and alter in
unique ways, making each snowflake
individual. Indoors they only fall a
few meters and don’t have time to
experience these adjusting forces.
For a long while we have had
synthetic ski slopes too. These are
usually a brush based surface that
provides reduced friction to hurtle
down. They can be tricky to learn
on as it is not soft snow that you fall
over on.
The other simulation that has
arrived recently is the skiing and
boarding equivalent of a treadmill.
Companies like Skiplex offer an
indoor experience based on an
angled and continuous rolling carpet.
The instructor controls the speed and
angle adjusting to the riders ability.
The rider stays at the same level in
the middle and the mountain comes
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to them, not unlike the principle of
Hungry Horace Goes Skiing. The
surface is not snow but is given an
icy sheen as it is scrolled towards the
rider. Interestingly because learners
get to stay in a single place there is a
rail that can be put across the
slope. A new skier can hold
Games
onto a bar in front of them
and digital
and have the simulated snow
slope pass under their skis. With simulations
this technique you can have
give us a
much longer runs than fixed
view of
simulated slopes. You can
the world,
also pause and adjust when
learning or improving. It is a
they show
physical trick to simulate many us what
of the elements of skiing. It
the snow
does lack the visual cues.
looks like
Nothing gets closer or actually
passes you by.
and how it

Always Wear
A Helmet

behaves.

This leads to an obvious
combination. Games and digital
simulations give us a view of the
world, they show us what the snow
looks like and how it behaves. They

show us where we are on a virtual
mountain. They show us the trees,
and give us a sense of speed.
The SNOW game is starting to look
at using Sony’s virtual reality (VR)
headset Morpheus (left) as it heads
to the PS4 console. That means
being able to turn and look around
and not having a fixed forward view
of the run. An experience looking to
give your brain even more cues to
convince it that it is real. Well why not
combine the two? A rolling physical
mat to ski or board on, and a helmet
and goggles that are instead VR
goggles. It is not an unusual concept
to wear goggles when skiing and
boarding, head protection is
certainly much more prevalent now
too. So the intrusion of a VR headset
is not so alien for this activity as it
may be for something like VR golf.
Matching your physical movements
to a place in the virtual 3d
environment (e.g. Kinect) could
produce a very high end and
convincing experience. You can
also ride with people from all over
the world as this can be a networked
environment. Jumps and tricks may
be a little more hard to deal with,
but that’s next on the list. This isn’t
something that you would install in
your back garden but those of us not
in snowy countries but still yearn for
a quick ride down mountain would
certainly give it a go. That just leaves
the chilling wind to simulate, but as
any 80’s pop video shows, a lot can
be done with a large fan and some
dry ice.
See you on the virtual slopes!
Ian Hughes is on twitter
@epredator
The future can be found on his
website www.feedingedge.co.uk

Hello, are
you Santa
Claus?
BY IAN HUGHES / EPREDATOR

Ok, so I know not every culture has
the notion of a jolly red suited reverse
burglar, breaking into your home and
leaving you gifts and it’s not always
connected with quantum physics, but
Christmas is a significant world event
that has attributes and insights into
human nature and science that are
definitely worth exploring.
Read on...
It starts around October with the
Christmas songs on the radio, building
to the fever pitch panic buying on
Christmas Eve. However, as we get
older many people realise it’s better
to give than to receive, and our focus
is directed towards family, charity and
general goodwill.
If you’re aged seven and writing a
Christmas list to Santa, those thoughts
are usually not at the forefront of
your mind. Coming downstairs on
Christmas morning and ripping
open all those gifts and maybe, just
maybe, getting the absolute best
present that you have yearned for
drives your every waking moment.
Everyone has experienced that
feeling of surprise and elation of
unwrapping just the right thing, not
too mention the deflated feeling
when the completely over the top

or hard to get
hold of gift(e.g.
a Ferrari) has not
materialised? It
made me wonder,
is there someone,
somewhere getting
their dreams made
into reality and do
our seven years
olds experience a
Christmas version of
the Schr√∂dinger’
Cat thought
experiment?

So, What’s In The Box?

Schrödinger’s Cat: The concept,
which is now part of popular science,
has a cat placed in a box with
with a radioactive substance. That
substance might have an atom
decay and release energy into the
box. If released that bit of energy
in the box triggers a clicking Geiger
counter. If that counter clicks it
smashes a bottle of acid and poisons
and melts the cat. It’s a rather
elaborate mechanism!
The box becomes a significant
boundary for the experiment. We
can’t know what has happened to
the cat until we open the box and
observe the result. The decaying
radioactive isotope is at the
boundary of scientific prediction.
The release of energy is based on
a change of state that may or may
not happen. There is a mathematical
probability or likelihood it will. Like
flipping a coin or rolling a dice.
We don’t know the answer until we
see it. We don‚‘t know what is in our
christmas wrapped gift box until we
open it. (Yes I know, we can can
rattle it, prod it etc, but they are all
observations).

That’s A Bit Of Luck

We experience the world through
our complex set of senses and
process this in our ever-changing
neural network brains. Our everyday
experiences inform and indicate the
likelihood of something occurring one
way or another. From observation
and experience it is possible to look
at a large box, realise its very heavy
and that you probably won’t be able
to lift it. Maybe there is a Ferrari in it?
The mechanics of the entire solar
system let us predict that it will be
morning, noon and night and where
the planets will be in their solar orbit.
At the edges of what we know we
have to use either scientific methods
to create and prove or disprove
hypothesis, or use superstition
and supposition to make sense of
something. Probability tells us that
something will happen, or not. It is a
very pure piece of maths.
You have a 1 in 6 chance of rolling
a four on a six-sided die. If you really
want a four though, it somehow feels
more unlikely if you are a pessimist or
more likely if you are an optimist. The
maths doesn’t change, but the our
concept of reality does.
Quantum mechanics is the
science of things at a level much
smaller than atoms. It relies on the
maths of probability and explores the
problems of observation associated
with those probabilities. This branch
of science has something called
the Heisenberg Uncertainty Theory.
This suggests that combinations of

two physical variables of a particle
cannot accurately be observed
without affecting one another. You
can‚‘t accurately get the position
of something without altering its
momentum and vice versa. I.E. to
spot where something is precisely
you have to stop it moving. If you
stop it moving then how do you start
it again once you have worked out
where it is?
Fans of Star Trek will recognise the
fictional device in the teleportation
system called the Heisenberg
Compensator. When teleporting
people they are broken down
into their constituent particles and
beamed as energy to a new place
where they are then reassembled.
If scanning the particle means it
alters the position or momentum
of that particle then it would not
be possible to get a fully accurate
reading and accurately recreate
the person at the other end. The
Heisenberg Compensator is a nod to
quantum mechanics as it is said to
allow for these errors and offset them.
So you are recreated with absolute
certainty the same way as when you
left. Uncertainty is a cornerstone of

It is a triumph of science and the
human willingness to explore. Once
it had been established that Philea
actually bounced a couple of times
in coming down to land and was
resting a little skewed on the surface
of the comet it was time for the
science team to talk to the press.
At the press briefing there were
some great scientific questions
asked. However there were a few
along the lines of “we need to know...
what happens next?” I admired the
restraint of the very tired team. One
of them answered. We don’t know
what is going to happen next, that’s
why we are doing this.
the universe and that is based on
chance or probability. In teleportation
you really don’t want uncertainty.
Where all your particles are and
their energy levels is a collection of
probable outcomes, but you really
need to roll that four or it could get
messy!

A Need To Know basis

Dealing with the unknown or lack of
certainty can be tricky for us humans.
The recent, and very impressive
landing of the Philae lander on
the comet 67P highlighted some
of those tensions. I sat glued to
the video stream from the control
centre as we watched Rosetta
separate from Philae and then
had the anxious wait before the
touchdown. 300 million miles away,
under complete autonomy, after a
10 year journey we all waited to see
if it had been successful. There was
no fancy TV production, narration,
cut aways or adverts. Just images of
a group of people biting their nails,
crossing their fingers and waiting.
When the touchdown signal came
through the elation was amazing.

So we (the human race) could
predict the trajectory, know precisely
where the comet was going to be
from a mathematical model. Work
out how long to fire engines for, even
pick a spot 300 million miles away to
land on. However, there were a lot
of other variables, failures, awkward
bits. Orbit calculations are relatively
routine, but landing on an unknown
surface wasn’t. A 20 year project, in
total, had to have a huge number
of permutations of likely events all
align in order to be successful. In
this case it was. Despite the bounce
Philae managed to perform all its
experiments. It was in a slightly shorter

time frame than initially planned,
but now some hypothesis can be
proved, disproved or new ones
formed about our current universe.
We do need to know things, but
sometimes we do just have to wait to
unwrap out presents.

What About My
Christmas Presents?

The good news is that everyone
got what they wanted for Christmas
(according to one set of theories).
As a metaverse evangelist I tell
people about virtual environments,
show they can build and share ideas
online. There is a branch of physics
and philosophy theory called the
multiverse, meta - universe or Manyworlds interpretation. It sounds like
metaverse but is subtly different. The
Many-worlds interpretation is one
particular direction of thought on the
multiverse concept, but it is almost
self explanatory.
The idea was proposed by US
Physicist Hugh Everett (interestingly
also the Father of Eels frontman
Mark Oliver Everett). The suggestion,
in a very complex set of ideas, is
that when something is on the brink
of being true or false, like the cat
in the box being alive of dead, the
answer before we look in the box
is - both are correct. So the answer
after opening the box is also both.
At the point the event needs to be
resolved the universe divides. We

end up with one path of existence
where the cat is alive and another
diverged path where it is dead. Those
now have no correlation or crossover.
Both are correct. It suggests events
like this occur, have occurred and
will occur an infinite number of times
with every quantum level piece of
energy and means everything will
happen, as much as everything
will not happen. It means every
decision you take will be played out
in every combination somewhere by
versions of you. There are even many

universes where versions of you aren’t
even in existence. The TV show Sliders
used this sort of concept. It allowed
the hero to slide between alternate
universes for different narrative
situations. That is not proof this theory
is true of course, but it does illustrate
a way of looking and the concept.
All this could mean that
somewhere the seven year old you
got the absolute perfect Christmas
with everything you ever wanted
coming true. The optimists amongst
you will see a four being rolled on
the die. For the pessimists,
the fact that there are an
infinite number of bad
outcomes and sub-optimal
christmas experiences
happening could be a little
worrying.
To our rational brains
this seems all rather farfetched. It hints of worlds
we cannot know. It cannot
easily be proved or
disproved. One thing to
consider; with an infinite set
of worlds and possibilities

even the oddest of things will exist.
So not only will you be somewhere
getting your ultimate Christmas
present, but you will also be a large
jolly bearded man in a red suit able
to deliver gifts to the entire world
in one night. Travelling on a sleigh
pulled by flying reindeer, one with a
glowing red nose. You will be sliding
down chimneys, leaving those gifts,
knowing that everyone everywhere in
your reality will be having a wonderful
peaceful and joyful Christmas.
It’s good to be an optimist!
Ian writes about the future on his
website www.feedingedge.co.uk
Further Reading
Schrödinger’s Cat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Schr%C3%B6dinger%27s_cat
Rosetta / Philea
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/
Space_Science/Rosetta
The Many Worlds of Hugh Everett
http://www.scientificamerican.com/
article/hugh-everett-biography/

